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FORWARD

Sam E. Berk
(Department of Energy)

A goal of the Department of Energy is to ensure an affordable, safe,
environmentally acceptable and secure supply of energy to support economic
growth and improved standards of living. This goal will be achieved by
promoting research and development on improvements to existing energy
sources and on alternate sources of energy, such as nuclear fusion. Fusion
energy has the potential of a virtually unlimited fuel supply as well as
significant environmental and safety advantages over existing energy sources.

Fusion research has been carried out since the early 1950's. While there
has been considerable progress toward establishing the physics and
technology base required for fusion energy, at least another 30 years will
pass before a demonstration fusion power reactor can be operated. Fusion
power demonstration requires components which can perform such basic fusion
reactor functions as energy extraction and conversion, tritium production
and processing and radiation shielding. Development of these components
requires data to predict nuclear performance parameters such as tritium
production, induced radioactivity, nuclear heat deposition and radiation
attenuation. The nuclear test facilities to develop these components, as
well as any other fusion research experimental device which generates
nuclear reactions, require nuclear data for their design, instrumention and
test analysis. As fusion research advances toward the construction of
nuclear devices with reactor-relevant technologies, improvements in the scope
and accuracy of nuclear data bases will be necessary to assure adequate
safety margins and to minimize design conservatisms that can lead to costly
design margins.

The Office of Fusion Energy is responsibile for assuring the availability
of computational methods and data bases required in fusion nuclear design,
analysis and experimentation activities. Assuring the availability of
nuclear data bases involves a number of efforts, including identification of
data requirements, measurement of nuclear reactions, development of nuclear
theory and models, evaluation of nuclear data, compilation of evaluated
nuclear data files, data testing with integral experiments, processing of
data into libraries and dissemination of data to users. The Office of
Fusion Energy supports these activities to varying degrees, but relies
heavily on work sponsered by other DOE offices, by US organizations outside
of DOE, and by non-US institutions to meet fusion nuclear data needs.
Fusion nuclear data needs have been addressed for over ten years by
laboratories and universities sponsered formerly through the Office of Basic
Energy Sciences and now through the Office of High Energy and Nuclear
Physics. Scientists from these institutions hold coordination meetings of
the "Program to Meet High-Priority Nuclear Data Needs of the Office of
Fusion Energy" approximately every three years. This document provides the
proceedings of the September 1989 meeting at Ohio University. The Office of
Fusion Energy is grateful for the efforts and contributions of the meeting
sponsers, organizers and participants.



1. INTRODUCTION

Steven Grimes, Chairman
(Ohio University)

The Sixth Coordination Meeting of the Program to Meet Nuclear Data Needs for Fusion
Energy was held in Athens, September 19-21,1989. Approximately thirty scientists from five
countries traveled to Athens for the meeting, and five local scientists took part as well.

The principal change from the previous meeting at Argonne was the larger international
participation. One scientist from Japan represented the only non-U.S. participation at Argonne.
The present meeting included about 20% non-U.S. participants. This change is a welcome one
since the data needs are international and the limited availability of manpower and facilities will
likely make international cooperation increasingly important in the future.

The organization of the meeting involved collecting and distributing to all participants
progress reports from the Department of Energy laboratories in advance of the meeting. Twenty-
five oral presentations were made at the meeting, including many from non-DOE labs. The meet-
ing then divided into experimental and theoretical task force groups, which carried out assigned
agenda items. The reports of these groups, abstracts of the talks presented at the meeting, and the
progress reports are included in this report.

The topics discussed will be very familiar to participants in past meetings, but continued
progress in most areas was reported. One discussion topic which reflects continuing and perhaps
worsening problems was the aging of facilities and personnel, coupled with a lack of programs to
renew.

I would like to take this occasion to thank Ed Cheng for his efforts as conference secretary;
Ray Lane for his efforts as assistant conference chairman, Phil Young, Gerry Hale and Duane
Larson for serving as task force chairs; and Charles Ping, President of Ohio University, and
Donald Eckelmann, Dean of Arts and Sciences, for their contributions to social events at the con-
ference. Finally, thanks are due to Cindy White, who assisted in many ways in making local
arrangements.



2. PRESENTATION FROM THE DOE, DIVISION OF
NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Stanley L. Whetstone
(Department of Energy)

Following some comments on the history of this series of meetings, it was remarked that
the broadening of their scope to include topics and participants not funded by the DOE's Nuclear
Data program-in particular, to include international participants-must increase the value of such
meetings for the coordination of activities, while making them more interesting to the attendees.

Some comments were also made concerning the present uncertain budget conditions for
nuclear data efforts. A statement was made, however, that the program was continuing to get its
fair share of the funds made available to DOE's Division of Nuclear Physics.

With regard to issues currently of high concern to the DOE, it was mentioned that among
the contributions that might be made by the Nuclear Data program was the determination of activa-
tion cross sections-which could be considered to be a form of preventative radioactive waste
disposal.

Reference was also made to the nearing completion of the ENDF/B-6 evaluated data base,
and the advisability of beginning to shift effort back to data measurements. This may impact on the
activities at the NNDC; the CSEWG, and ENDF activities were to be reviewed in November. It
was also announced, once again, that the long-planned high-level review of the entire DOE nuclear
data program should take place this winter or in early spring.

Finally, the work done by Ed Cheng, in defining fusion data needs and in coordinating foreign
activities, was praised and the hope expressed that the fast reactor people could come back to life
soon and help support the program.



3. PRESENTATION FROM OFE NUCLEAR
DATA REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM

E. T. Cheng
(General Atomics)

The office of Fusion Energy Nuclear Data Requirements program was initiated in 1982 to
improve communication between magnetic fusion energy nuclear data users and the developers of
the data to assure that the limited resources for nuclear data development are focused on the most
critical needs of the OFE nuclear technologies program.

Coordination activities under the OFE Nuclear Data Requirements program in FY 1989
were primarily conducted in the following areas: Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data Library
(FENDL), long-lived activation cross sections, and beryllium integral experiment. The progress
in these activities is given as follows:

A. FENDL

The FENDL development activity is sponsored by the IAEA and organized under the
Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA. Principal contacts at the IAEA/NDS are Dr. Joe Schmidt, Dr.
Doug Muir, and Dr. Valery Goulo (see ITER Newsletter, June 1989). The U.S. participants in
this activity are Charles Dunford [Chairman, Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG),
NNDC, BNL], Duane Larson (Chairman of Evaluation Subcommittee, CSEWG, ORNL), Fred
Mann (Chairman of Special Purpose Files Subcommittee, CSEWG, Westinghouse-Hanford),
Doug Muir (LANL), and E. T. Cheng (General Atomics). The purpose of FENDL activity is to
produce a working nuclear data library for fusion reactor design studies with the most updated
nuclear data evaluations. The first version of FENDL will be available at the end of 1990 and
consists of evaluations from ENDF/B-VI (largely), EFF, BROND, JENDL, and ENDL (LLNL).
The second version of FENDL, FENDL-2 will include gamma-ray production and transport
information, and will also be a more updated version than FENDL-1. An activation cross section
and decay data library will also be produced under the FENDL activity for fusion reactor design
studies.

Several activities are being conducted under the FENDL framework:

a. Benchmark calculations of FENDL-1 evaluations. Data testing activities are conducted
under this task. Initial effort was spent for lead to compare calculations with experi-
ments performed in Dresden, GDR. Future tasks will expand the comparison to exper-
iments performed in Japan and U.S.S.R. for lead, and will cover data testing for all
FENDL-1 materials.

b. Activation cross section and calculation comparison studies. Comparisons among
available cross sections and their evaluations for 250 reactions will be performed under
this task. Participants in these comparison activities will include scientists from U.S.
(F. Mann, Westinghouse-Hanford), U.K. (R. Forrest, Harwell), and Holland
(J. Kopecky, ECN). Activation calculation comparison study is being conducted with
regionally available radioactivity calculation codes and associated cross section and
decay data libraries. A neutron spectrum at the first wall of a lithium-lead based fusion
reactor provided by Cheng is selected as the benchmark flux. These activities are to
identify the problems relevant to activation calculations and related cross section and
decay data libraries. In addition to the participants for the evaluation comparison task,
the activation calculation comparison study also includes Y. Seki (JAERI), E. Cheng
(GA), D. Markovskij (Kurchatov), and O. Schipakin (RDJPE, Moscow).



c. Comparison of evaluations. This task is to compare available evaluations for the
selection of FENDL-1. This experience is important for the preparation of FENDL-2
when joint evaluations are possible to eliminate possible deficiencies in present
evaluations.

B. Activation Cross Sections

The IAEA Coordinated Research Program (CRP) was established in early 1988 to measure
activation cross sections leading to the production of long-lived radionuclides. It was responding
to recommendations made at the 16th INDC meeting by the USDOE/OFE Nuclear Data
Requirements Program. The IAEA CRP has participants from U.S., U.K., Austria, China,
Hungary, F.R.G. and U.S.S.R.

A review meeting on the IAEA/CRP was recently held at ANL in conjunction with the
NEANDC Specialists' Meeting on Activation Cross Sections for Fission and Fusion Energy. It
was found that significant progress has been made for the measurements of long-lived activation
cross sections.

The OFE Nuclear Data Requirements program has compiled a set of important activation
cross sections from which dominant radionuclides are produced in potential fusion materials.
These activation cross sections were selected based on the following considerations, namely,
afterheat, shutdown dose, waste disposal rating, and accidental biological hazards. The activation
characteristics of potential fusion materials have been determined based on activation calculations
for typical fusion reactors. It is noted that these activation characteristics of potential fusion
materials should be documented in detail and referenced by the fusion materials development
programs. The REAC2 library maintained by Fred Mann of Westinghouse-Hanford has been
employed in these calculations. An update for REAC2 is in progress, and the schedule for
completing the update depends on the status of ENDF/B-VI and international (U.S., U.K. and
Holland) comparison of activation cross sections.

At this stage, the OFE program should try to verify the activation calculational results by
comparing REAC2 library and presently available experimental values and evaluations. One of the
examples is the production of 2OA1 (half-life 7.2 x 104 years) from 27Al(n,2n) reactions. REAC2
has a cross section value at 14 MeV group of 477 mb. However, recent measurements show that
this value is about 50 mb. Hence, by comparing REAC2 and experimental values we know that
the waste disposal rating for aluminum should be a factor of 10 lower than previously calculated
and presented in literature. This would impact on the use of SiC as low-activity material since the
reduction in waste disposal rating [26A1 is produced through sequential reactions, 28si(n,np)
27Al(n,2n)] will virtually put SiC in the category of Class C or better waste material. Thus, SiC
could become the only true low-activity structural material for fusion. The other example is the use
of lead as a neutron multiplication material for fusion blanket The activation analysis has shown
that 210po (alpha-particle emitter, half-life 138.38 days) is produced in significant quantity in lead
due to sequential reactions, 208pb(n,g)209pb-decay-209Bi(n,g)210Bi-decay-210po. Two
neutron capture reactions and two radioactive decay processes are involved in the determination of
210po concentration in lead. These capture cross sections and decay data should be checked to
confirm the production quantity of 210po in lead before we eliminate lead from our list of
important fusion blanket materials.



C. Beryllium Integral Experiments

There are two beryllium integral experiments in progress: (1) INEL experiment being
carried out by R. Smith at INEL/EG&G; and (2) SWINPC experiments at Mianyang, P.R.C. The
INEL experiment is dealing with a beryllium sphere of up to 20 cm thickness and has obtained
preliminary results. The SWINPC is dealing with a beryllium sphere combined from U.S. and
P.R.C. shells with a total thickness of 14.85 cm. The experiment is being delayed because of a
change of moderator from polyethylene outer sphere to pure water. There is also a concern about
availability of instrumentation for the water moderator. The IAEA Nuclear Data Section is
considering support for the SWINPC experiment. It appears that some integral results will be
available by March 1990 when the loan of U.S. beryllium shells to P.R.C. expires.



4. TASK FORCE REPORTS

A. TASK FORCE A - MEASUREMENT ACTIVITIES

Duane Larson
(ORNL)

The membership list of this Task Force is given in Attachment 1 of this Section.

The first item of business was to review the task status of the three working groups set up
at the Fifth Coordination Meeting. Working Group 1 was charged with studying the available data
base for the 7Li(n,n't) reaction, and providing the best estimate of the cross sections and associated
co-variances for each data set. This information was developed by Don Smith and Bob Haight and
sent to Phil Young who then incorporated it into the new evaluation of this reaction and its
uncertainty for ENDF/B-VI. The resulting cross-section evaluation by Young has assigned
uncertainties less than 3% in the 14-MeV region, thus meeting the stated goal for this reaction. No
further work on this cross section is planned, however, as part of an international collaboration the
neutron energy distributions will be provided by Beynon at the University of Birmingham in
England.

Working Group II resulted from an attempt to review the 137 new activation cross-section
data requests received from fusion energy at the last meeting, prior to including them in the Data
Request List (DRL). This review was consistent with an ongoing effort to pare the size of the
DRL. This working group was to gather more information about these 137 reactions and try to
determine the best way to meet the specific requests, i.e, by measurement or calculation. This was
considered to be a good summer student task, and Chris Gould found such a student to go to ANL
and work with Don Smith. Unfortunately, funds were not available to support the summer student
so this task was not completed. Robin Forrest pointed out that the 137 reactions were included in a
larger set of reactions which would be considered by an activation group, including Forrest, Fred
Mann and Ed Cheng, as a FENDL task. With this information, the task force decided to await the
review results of this group, which should be available by June 1990. This will provide sufficient
time for the requests to be appropriately entered in the DOENDC Data Request List.

Working Group ID was set up to pick out several of the more important activation cross
sections from the list of 137, and see that they got included in the DRL immediately. Don Smith,
Ed Cheng, Vicki McLane and Duane Larson completed this task by identifying eight activation
cross sections and submitting them for inclusion in the DRL.

The next item of business was to review the status of the six areas of data needs identified
at the last Coordination Meeting.

(1) Fuel Cycle Reactions. A victory was declared as cross-section uncertainty requests are met
by the currently available data, particularly the recent work from LANL. Other charged
particle cross sections may become important in the future and should be monitored.

(2) Neutron Multiplying and Tritium Breeding Reactions for Blanket Materials

7Li(n,n't) - another victory was declared; the current cross section and uncertainty evaluation
for ENDF/B-VI show that this cross section meets the design requests near 14 MeV.



Pb(n,2n) - lead as a neutron multiplier has reduced importance following the realization that it
leads, via capture, to 210po, a health hazard. Ed Cheng summarized the reasons for its
current disfavor. However, ongoing comparison efforts of this cross section and resulting
spectra, as well as benchmark studies, are well underway and will be carried to completion.

9Be(n,2n) - this reaction was discussed as a joint session of Task Forces A and B and is
summarized elsewhere in this report.

(3) Neutron and Gamma-Ray Emission Data Needs. The 12 materials listed in the 1986
Summary Report were reviewed for progress. Several groups, including ANL, Geel and
ORNL are now able to measure (n,Xn) cross sections and spectra with newly functional
systems. Plans were indicated to measure Cr, Fe, Si and V. These are difficult and time-
consuming measurements and analyses, but progress is being made in meeting these
important data needs. The measurement systems at ANL (up to 8 MeV, many angles) and
ORNL (1-20 MeV, 3 angles) were described in informal talks at the meeting. The Geel
system was briefly described by Horst Liskien and is similar to the ORELA system, except it
has eight detectors to provide more detailed angular distributions.

(4) High Priority Dosimetry Reactions. This list of 29 reactions was reviewed for progress.
This review was aided by the presence of W. Mannhart of PTB. During the discussion, it
was noted that many of these reactions are included in IRDF-82, which is currently being
updated by H. Vonach, IRK. Also, new evaluations are available from ENDF/B-VI. The list
has been reviewed by Vonach, and those reactions which will have new results from IRDF
and ENDF/B-VI are noted in Table A, along with other comments.

(5) High Priority Activation Data Needs. Many of the reactions on the aforementioned "list of
137" were discussed at the two International Activation meetings held the previous week
(September 11-15) at ANL. An ACTION was put on Ed Cheng to correlate his latest list of
activation data needs with results of discussion from the ANL meetings to insure that we
have a consistent list. Any differences should be made known to the FENDL Activation
Review Group (Forrest/Mann/Cheng).

(6) Radiation Damage Reactions. The review from the last Coordination Meeting listed V, Fe,
Cr, Mn and Ti as important for radiation damage and requiring (n,Xa) data. Only Mn
remains on the present list, but this list will likely be augmented by evaluator reviews of data
needs, based on the recent evaluations in the U.S. and elsewhere.

The next activity of Task Force A also involved a brief review of the current (dated 1986)
summary of OFE Nuclear Data Requests, prepared by Ed Cheng following the last
Coordination Meeting and made available at this meeting. Most of the reactions on the list
have been discussed above, or will be looked at by the FENDL Activation Review.

A short discussion of charged particle data needs followed. The effort by Jarmie and
Brown to publish a handbook of charged particle cross sections was noted. Apparently this effort
will not be carried out due to lack of funding. The existence of several efforts in charged particle
data evaluation was noted, including Hale at LANL, White and Resler at LLNL, Feldbacher at
Graz (Austria), and an effort at Princeton. An ACTION was put on Ed Cecil to review these
evaluation efforts and determine what each provides, as well as the differences in content

Some discussion was held relative to the importance of documenting data needs which have
arisen as a result of the completion of ENDF/B-VI. ANL noted their traditional method of docu-
menting such needs in their evaluation documentation. The ENDF/B-VI effort is expected to



contribute significantly to the DRL update, especially with the increased use of isotopic
evaluations. ORNL is taking over the task of assembling the DRL, so input should be sent to
them.

The Task Force then turned its attention to the discussion of the experimental facilities
represented at this meeting, and their capabilities to measure quantities of interest to the fusion data
program. Facilities available at LANL include WNR, a pulsed white source based on LAMPF,
with measurement capabilities in the subthermal-few eV region, and from a few hundred keV to
several hundred MeV. LANL also has two Van de Graaffs, one with a tritium beam. The
GELENA facility at Geel, Belgium, is an electron accelerator based white neutron source for
making measurements from the subthermal region to tens of MeV. They also have a 7 MeV Van
de Graaff accelerator. The PTB in Germany has a 3 MeV Van de Graaff used for dosimetry work,
and a cyclotron based neutron source. The FNS in Japan is a high-intensity 14 MeV source,
similar to RTNS-1. There is a proposal to increase its intensity by a factor of 3. Japan also has an
electron linac located at JAERI, as well as a cyclotron. Ohio University has a tandem Van de
Graaff which produces neutrons up to 26 MeV, a beam-swinger facility and three charged-particle
spectrometers. The electron linac at NIST has been shut down, but they have a 3-MeV accelerator,
a 100-keV ion generator, and a 20-MW research reactor and associated cold neutron source. The
TUNL facility located at Duke University has a tandem Van de Graaff with a new high-intensity
ion source, and plans to upgrade to 10 MeV on the terminal. The University of Michigan is
bringing on line a new 14-MeV neutron source. The ORELA facility at Oak Ridge is an electron
linac with capabilities similar to the GELENA facility described earlier.

The last item of discussion involved plans of laboratories performing neutron emission
measurements to informally collaborate and discuss items of mutual interest. This effort will
involve at least the GELINA, ANL and ORELA facilities.

This meeting of the Measurement Activity Task Force tried to take advantage of the
privilege of having foreign visitors participating for the first time in a Coordination Meeting. Thus,
less time was spent studying specific items for U.S. Data Request Lists, etc., and more time spent
informing them of our activities and learning of theirs. This was an important part of the meeting,
and should be continued in the future.

During informal discussions following the meeting, the idea of restructuring the present
Working Groups, currently split between theory and experiment, into subject areas containing both
theory and experiment, may be worth investigating when setting up the next Coordination Meeting.
This would allow an in-depth study of specific areas of data needs and help decide whether the
request may best be met by measurement or calculation, or a combination of the two. For
example, Task Forces would be set up to study and recommend actions for neutron emission,
activation, dosimetry, etc.
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Table A List of High Priority Dosimetry Cross Sections

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Material and
Reaction

16O(n,a)13C
24Mg(n,p)24Na
27Al(n,p)27Mg
27Al(n,a)24Na
28Si(n,p)28Al
31P(n,p)31Si
34Cl(n.2n)34mCl
3!)K(n,2n)38K
47Ti(n,p)47Sc
48Ti(n,p)48Sc
56Fe(n,p)56Mn
58Ni(n,2n)57Ni
59Co(n,o)56Mn
6 3Cu(n,7)6 4Cu
63Cu(n,2n)62Cu
64Zn(n,p)64Cu
64Zn(n,2n)63Zn
85Rb(r7,2n)84mRb
90Zr(n.p)90mY
90Zr(n,2n)89mZr
103Rh(n,n')103mRh
n 5 I n ( n , 7 ) n 6 m I n
n 5In(n,n ' ) 1 1 5 mIn
197Au(n,7)198Au
197Au(n,2n)1

1
96Au

199Hg(n,n')199r7lHg
2 3 5U(n,/)
2 3 7 N P (n , / )
238U(n,n)

Energy
Threshold

-2.4 MeV
-4.9 MeV
-1.9 MeV
-3.2 MeV
-4.0 MeV
-0.73 MeV
-11.8 MeV
-13.4 MeV
- M e V
-3.3 MeV
-3.0 MeV
-12.4 MeV
~5 MeV
0
-11.0 MeV
~2 MeV
- 1 2 MeV
-10.7 MeV
-1.5 MeV
-12.1 MeV
-0.04 MeV
0
-0 .8 MeV
0
-8.1 MeV
-0.5 MeV
0
-0.5 MeV
-1.5 MeV

Reaction
Product
Half Life
—
15.0 h
9.5 min
15.0 h
2.24 min
2.6 h
32 min
7.6 min
3.4 d
43.7 h
2.6 h
36 h
2.6 h
12.7 h
9.7 min
12.7 h
38 min
20.5 min
3.2 h
4.2 min
56 min
54 min
4.5 h
2.69 d
6.2 d
43 min
Varied
Varied
Varied

Review/
Comment
5
1,2
1
1
4
1,2
5
5
1
1
1,4
1,2
1, 4
1
1,2,4
1,2
6
6
5
1,2
1,2
1
1,4
1,4
3

1,4
1
2 , 4

1. Cross section in IRDF-82.
2. Being updated in Vienna for IRDF.
3. New evaluation in Vienna for IRDF.
4. New evaluation for ENDF/B-VI.
5. Old ENDF evaluation, consider dropping.
6. Evaluation needed, not in IRDF or ENDF/B.

10



B. TASK FORCE B: THEORY AND MODELING

Phi! Young
(LANL)

The Task Force on Theory and Modeling met to discuss progress on activities
identified at our previous meeting in 1986 at Argonne National Labor tory (ANL), and to
identify any new tasks that should be pursued over the next few years. The discussions
dealt mainly with problems in the theoretical models used to calculate nuclear data for fusion
activities, with emphasis on the data base, methods, and parameterizations used in such
calculations. The membership of the Task Force is given in Attachment 2.

1. ^Be Task Force (Joint with the Measurement Task Force)

At our previous meeting a special task force comprised of participants from Ohio
University (OU), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Argonne National
Laboratory, and the University of Illinois was formed to work on improving the n+^e
data base. In particular, the aim of the task force was to provide a comprehensive,
evaluated ^Be data base for fusion-energy applications, including microscopic modeling,
differential measurements, data evaluation, and integral data measurement for the purpose
of testing the evaluated results.

Extensive measurements of the ^Be neutron total cross section between 1 and 10 MeV
and elastic and inelastic scattering angular distributions between 4.5 and 10 MeV were
completed at ANL. Experiments to measure helium accumulation were completed with a
d+Bff neutron source at ANL and with 10 MeV neutrons from the H(t,n)3He reaction at
LANL, but the analysis of these data by Kneff and Oliver at Rockwell has not been
completed due to lack of funding. E. Cheng agreed to investigate the possibility of OFE
funding to complete analysis of these measurements. A theoretical analysis of the double
differential neutron emission measurements from ANL is in progress at OU combining
shell model and R-matrix calculations.

An evaluation was completed at LLNL in 1985 using a Monte Carlo simulation of
n+9Be reactions to model the various two-body reaction paths leading to neutron emission,
adjusting the various two-body cross sections and angular distributions until agreement
was obtained with double-differential neutron emission data. This analysis was updated in
1988 to include new (n,2n) cross sections from Japan and the new total and differential
scattering cross sections from ANL, and was formatted for Version VI of ENDF/B. The
evaluation was checked and processed at LANL into multigroup and pointwise Monte
Carlo libraries.

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation will be tested against several integral experiments, either
recently completed or presently in progress. Included among these are Mn-bath
measurements in progress at Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, cooperative US-
Japan-PRC measurements being carried out in China, a recently reported measurement
from FNS in Japan of neutron leakage spectra as functions of angle from a Be slab, and a
second FNS measurement just completed of reaction rates along the axis of a 60-cm
diameter, 60-cm length cylinder. Calculations are being carried out at UCLA that permit
testing of specific engineering design parameters such as tritium breeding ratio and energy
deposition rates. A series of pulsed-sphere measurements of neutron- and gamma-ray-
emission spectra will be reported soon in Nucl. Sci. Engr. with comparison to ENDF/B-V
and ENDL libraries.

Regarding activities with the Joint Evaluated File (JEF) in Europe, Liskien reported
that measurements of ^Be(n,t) cross sections have been completed at Jiilich and reported in
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Nucl. Sci. Engr. Similarly, an experiment is in progress at GEEL (Weigmann) to measure
neutron emission spectra at 8 angles as functions of incident neutron energy. For the JEF-
2 evaluation, Beynon at the University of Birmingham is modeling the 2- and 3-step
reactions that result in neutron emission from ?Be.

In conclusion, the assessment was made that considerable progress has been made in
improving the experimental and evaluated data for n+^Be. A number of activities are still in
progress, however, and the ENDF/B-VI evaluation will be reviewed as new differential
and integral experiments and analyses become available. If necessary, a modification of the
initial ENDF/B-VI evaluation will be made. It was noted that the ENDF/B-VI evaluation
does not include covariance data, and these are needed for fusion energy applications. It
was further noted by Whetstone that provision of such data is regarded as part of the
DOE/NP activity.

2. Status of the DWBA Calculation for the d+d Reactions and the Question of
Suppression bv Polarization

At our previous meeting, we noted the existence of contradictory indications
regarding the suppression of the D(d,p)T and D(d,n)3He reactions through interactions
with spin-parallel deuterons from certain DWBA calculations on the one hand, and R-
matrix and resonating-group model (RGM) calculations on the other hand. A paper [S.
Abu-Kamar, M. Igarashi, R. C. Johnson, and J. A. Tostevin, J. Phys. G 14, LI (1988)]
was published questioning the apparent agreement of the DWBA calculations [J. S. Zhang,
K. F. Liu, and G. W. Shuy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1410 (1986)] with the reaction cross
sections at low energies. In the Abu-Kamar paper it was pointed out that the deuteron
wavefunctions used in the calculations were inconsistent with the nucleon-nucleon
potential. Removing this inconsistency causes the calculated reaction cross sections to be
about a factor of 10 higher than the experimental values at low energies, but they come into
line with the data at higher energies. The problem at lower energies in the DWBA
calculation is attributed to the neglect of multistep processes that are automatically taken into
account in RGM calculations.

The RGM calculations and the R-matrix calculations continue to be in essential
agreement that the 5Sa transitions are important at low energies in the d+d reactions. The
R-matrix calculations give good representations of recently measured cross-section and
polarization data for the reactions, and continue to indicate that no suppression is possible if
the deuterons are polarized spin-parallel. Analyzing-power measurements made with
polarized incident deuterons were of vital importance in making this determination.

3. Model Code Availability

At the 1986 ANL meeting, it was recommended that the caretakers of major model
codes (and specifically ALICE, TNG, and GNASH) make them available to others
involved in calculations of nuclear data and, when necessary for responsible usage, give
short training sessions to interested persons.

It was reported that TNG has been made available to Konshin at the IAEA, who has
developed a PC version of the code and done a series of sensitivity calculations. Shibata
from Japan has worked intensively at ORNL with TNG and has contributed to its
development. Zhao Zhixiang from the P.R.C. will shortly arrive at ORNL on an IAEA
fellowship to work on a TNG analysis of fluorine data. The code ALICE has been
converted to a MICRO-VAX and has been widely distributed by means of floppy disks. A
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new version of the GNASH code was installed at the RSIC and Argonne code centers last
year. Chadwick from Oxford has spent several weeks at LANL working with GNASH
and has installed it at Harwell. The code is being used by Kopecky at the ECN in the
Netherlands and by Yamamuro and Kanda in Japan, as described by them at this meeting.
Ho from Fudan University has developed a version of GNASH with a new direct/semi-
direct radiative capture model. Lazo from the University of New Mexico has recently
completed three weeks at LANL working on GNASH calculations for69-7]Ga.

It was also noted in the discussion that the Ohio University R-matrix code (OUR)
and the SAMMY code from ORNL have had wide distribution. Additionally, the LANL R-
matrix code (EDA) is presently being used at Los Alamos by Chadwick from the U.K. and
Chen from the P.R.C. These two codes have different capabilities and are designed for
different purposes.

4. Code Comparison Activities

The status of the n + ^ W code comparison arranged at our last meeting was
discussed. At that tune ORNL, LANL, and LLNL agreed to participate in an informal
comparison of model code calculations. It was decided to calculate cross sections and
angle-integrated neutron and y-ray emission spectra from n + ^ W reactions at 7 energies
between 0.1 and 25.7 MeV, with the results to be coordinated by LLNL. The calculations
were completed at the three laboratories using the codes TNG (ORNL), GNASH (LANL),
ALICE and IDA (LLNL). Comparisons of the cross sections calculated with the four
codes were distributed at the meeting. At certain energies the agreement was quite
reasonable, especially among the Hauser-Feshbach codes, while discrepancies were
evident among all the codes at certain other energies. We understand the reasons for most
of the differences, however, and feel we learned something from the exercise. For
example, coupled-channel optical model calculations were used in two of the codes and
spherical optical models by the other two. In addition, the coupled-channel calculations at
lower energies were performed with differing assumptions which led to discrepant results.

As regards the mechanics of such comparisons, we feel that the calculational problem
was not well enough specified, that is, the goal of such an exercise should be defined at the
start and more effort should be directed at parameter determination. For example, it was
observed that different quantities were calculated by some participants, and that some
problems were experienced even in interpreting the output of two of the codes. Therefore,
because of the effort required to sort out the existing results or to repeat the 184W
calculations, it was decided to shift our attention to the ^Co^.p) and 60Co(n,y) cross
section comparison that was recommended at the NEANDC Specialist Meeting on Neutron
Activation held recently at ANL. As before, this will be an informal comparison just
involving ORNL, LANL, and LLNL.

If approved by the NEA, specifications for the 60Co model code comparison exercise
will be distributed by the NEADB. It was agreed by our group that when the specifications
are received, we will confer again and probably enlarge the number of quantities to be
calculated for ^Co. At that time we will define a list of output quantities with units and
formats specified, probably by circulating a tabular form that will simply have to be
completed or filled in by each participant. This approach will ensure that everyone
provides the same information and will facilitate comparisons. It was agreed to provide
Kopecky and Uhl with copies of our material and calculational plans.

During our discussions regarding possible calculational comparisons involving new
reactions, we solicited short lists of difficult-to-measurc reactions important for fusion
applications from Cheng, Forrest, and Kopecky. Although we made no formal
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commitment for additional model code comparison calculations, we did agree on an
informal, individual basis to attempt to calculate a few of these cross sections as time
permits.

5. Use of Dispersion Relations in Optical Model Calculations

At the 1986 meeting we noted the progress made to that point in using dispersion
relations in optical model analyses and encouraged more such studies. Since that time
further progress has been made, as indicated by Finlay and Smith in their presentations at
this meeting. Additionally, Walter reported that TUNL is working on optical model
development on s-d shell nuclei using dispersion relations. It was recognized by our
group that a systematic analysis using dispersion relations for a wide A-range of target
nuclei would be most useful, particularly if it led to a parameterization of these effects that
could be incorporated in standard optical model codes. The group strongly encouraged
such an analysis.

In the course of the above discussion, it was also noted that a very wide experience in
the use of optical potentials has been accumulated by various people in performing nuclear
model calculations. It was recommended that we encourage the authors of the upcoming
NEANDC monograph on the optical model to include a compilation of currently applicable
global optical model parameters, with an assessment of the useful range of each,

6. Status of the IAEA CRP on Level Densities

Grimes reported on the progress to date of the IAEA-sponsored coordinated research
program (CRP) on level density studies from measurements of continuum particle spectra.
The goal of this activity is to carry out particle emission spectrum measurements with
monoenergetic sources on targets leading to the same residual nuclei, particularly for
(n,n'), (ot,n), and (p,n) reactions, and to use the results to infer information on level
densities. In addition to OU and ANL, laboratories in the USSR, Brazil, PRC, E.
Germany, and W. Germany are carrying out measurements. Each laboratory has been
asked to send their results to Vonach in Austria for compilation, comparison, and
interpretation of the results.

At this writing (p,n) results have been provided by several laboratories, but (a,n)
data have only been supplied by OU. As summarized at mis meeting, (n,n') measurements
have been completed at ANL. The final scheduled meeting of the CRP occurs in
November in conjunction with the NEANDC Specialists Meeting on Level Densities in
Bologna. It is hoped that more experimental data will be available for analysis by that time
and that new level density information will become available from those meetings.

In the course of the level density discussions, the poor state of information on the
mean level spacing for s-wave neutrons, <Dp>, was noted. Such values are extremely
useful for inferring level density parameters in nuclear model calculations. The most
comprehensive collection of <DQ> values is the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
compilation published in the early 1980's. Unfortunately, corrections made for missing
levels and other effects were either not made or were made inaccurately in the compilation,
and the usefulness of the <DQ> values is severely restricted. Furthermore, the BNL
compilation activity has now been terminated.

Serious concern was expressed by our group about the <Do> situation. It was noted
that a systematic reanalysis of <Do> values over the whole periodic table would be most
useful. In addition to including reliable corrections for missing levels, it was recommended
that such a compilation also consider the effects of Ericson fluctuations, the damping of
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shell effects at higher energies, and the problem of non-equal parity distributions. The
hope was expressed that participants at this meeting would express our concerns at the
upcoming level density meetings.

7. General Issues

Some discussion was held regarding the possible usefulness of activities such as that
described in White's presentation whereby shell model analyses are coupled with R-matrix
calculations to predict cross sections. In particular, this method seems to offer promise for
systems above the few-nucleon region but below the A-range where statistical calculations
are valid. Discussion was also held regarding the importance of knowledge of nuclear
structure for calculation of production cross sections for high-spin isomeric states, as
indicated in Chadwick's presentation at this meeting. Because experimental information are
usually lacking as regards level decay into such states, our group encourages use of nuclear
structure theory where needed to support calculations of long-lived isomers that are
important for fusion energy applications.

Walter summarized microscopic (JLM) optical model calculations that are underway at
TUNL. In particular, a systematic analysis is being carried out for some 12 nuclei, using
nucleon-induced elastic scattering c(9) and Ay(9) data. This study should provide an
evaluation of the capability of microscopic models to predict elastic scattering cross sections
for a range of A and EniP. Also mentioned were calculations being carried out in a TUNL-
Bochum collaboration of 2H(n,np)n reactions. These are mathematically exact calculations
based upon fundamental nucleon-nucleon potentials and which utilize differential
polarization as well as cross section data. Both these activities offer promise for long-term
improvement in the calculation of applied data
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Agenda for the Sixth Coordination Meeting
for the Program to Meet Nuclear Data Needs

for Fusion Energy

Athens, Ohio

September 19-21,1989

Tuesday. September 19

Morning Session: 8:45-12:00

8:45-10:20 Welcome and Overview Talks
8:50 Presentation from Department of Energy — S.L. Whetstone
9:15 Presentation from OFE — E.T. Cheng
9:40 Summary of Argonne Activation Meeting — D. Smith

10:05 Break
10:20-12:00 Evaluations and Tests

10:20 Status of European Activation File — J. Kopecky
10:45 Integral Tests of JENDL-3T Dosimetry File in Simulated

Fusion Energy Fields — Y. Ikeda
11:10 Testing ENDF/B-VI Beryllium Data in the US/JAERI

Fusion Blanket Integral Experiment — M. Youssef
11:35 Status of JENDL Activation File — Y. Nakajima

Afternoon Session 1:15-5:00

Measurements and Models
1:15 (p,7) Reactions on Light Nuclei — E. Cecil
1:40 (n,z) Measurements at WNR — R. Height
2:05 Double-Differential Neutron Scattering at the Argonne Fast

Neutron Generator — P. Gtienther
2:30 Neutron Cross Section Measurements Between 8 and 14 MeV —

W. Mannhart
2:55 Break

3:10 Nuclear Data Measurements for Fusion Energy — L. Hanlin
3:35 Ambiguities in the Elastic Scattering of 8 MeV Neutrons from

Nuclei — A. Smith
4:00 Neutron Emission Measurements at ORELA — D. Larson
4:25 Low Mass Nuclear Research at TUNL — R. Walter

Evening Session 8:00-10:00

and Calculations
8:00 Parameter Estimation in Nuclear Data Evaluation Based on

Experiment and a Statistical Method — Y. Kanda
8:25 Fermi Surface Anomalies in Nuclear Optical Models — J.

Rapaport
8:50 Status of Michigan 14 MeV Neutron Generator - D. Wehe
9:15 Calculations of Production Cross Sections of High Spin Isomeric

States in Hafnium — M. Chapman
9:40 Model Calculations of Energy Levels of Light Nuclei —

D. Resler/R. White
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Wednesday. September 20

Morning Session 8:30-12:00

8:30 Calculations of Isotope Production with a Simplified Input
Nuclear Cross Section Calculation System — N. Yamamuro

8:55 Spin Cutoff Parameters of p—h Level Densities for Two Kinds of
Fermions — P. Fu

9:20 Cold Fusion — G. Hale
9:45 Break

10:00 UK Nuclear Data Libraries and the Code FISPACT — R.
Forrest

10:25 ENDFB-VI and Fusion Data Applications — P. Young
10:50-12:00 Task Force Sessions

Theory — P. Young/G. Halt
Experiment — D. Larson

Afternoon Session 1:15—5:00

1:15-5:00 Task Force Sessions

Thursday. September 21

Morning Session: 9:00-12:00

9:00-10:20 Parallel Task Force Meetings
10:20 Break

10:35-12:30 Presentation of Task Force Reports and Discussion
12:30 Meeting Adjourns
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

Fast-neutron research at Argonne is a strongly integrated program of
measurement, interpretation and evaluation. The areas of experimental con-
centration are elastic and inelastic (including continuum-neutron emission)
scattering, fission cross-section ratios, activation processes and fast-
neutron source-spectrum characterization. Interpretation of these measure-
ments employs optical, statistical, precompund and coupled-channels anal-
yses, and evaluations are effected in the ENDF format for inclusion in that
library. Work pertaining to fusion-data needs is summarized below.

Results for FY 86-89.

A. Differential Elastic and Inelastic Neutron Scattering to 10 MeV.
1. Completed measurement and analysis for Be, V, Fe-54, Co, Y, Nb, Pd

and Bi. Ca, Sc, Cr, Fe, Ni-58, Ga, Zr and In in progress. The work
on Be is in response to last meeting's task force recommendation.

2. Constructed an 80-degree, long-flight-path, low-background detector
station for high-resolution inelastic-scattering measurements.
Specific-purpose studies were conducted on Ni-58, Nb, Bi and Pd.

B. Double-Differential Neutron-Emission Spectra to 8 MeV.
Obtained spectra and temperatures relative to Cf-252 for Sc, V, Co, Y,
Nb, Zr, Rh, In, Ho, Ta, Au and Bi. This work pertains in part to an
IAEA investigation of level densities.

C. Activation Studies.
1. Did differential cross-section measurements and analysis for

Al-24(n,alpha), Mg-24(n,alpha), Fe-54(n,alpha) and Co-59(n,alpha).
Evaluated Co-59(n,alpha).

2. Searched for neutron-induced activities in elemental Ti, Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu, Zn, In, Ag, Hf, Tb and Eu using the integral Be(d,n) spectrum at
the ANL FNG and the LANL H-l(t,n)He-3 source. (Pertains in part to
an IAEA study of long half-life activites for fusion.)

3. Irradiated metallic Be in the integral Be(d,n) to find the level of
helium production following the Be-9(n,2n) reaction.

D. Fission Cross Section Standards and hybrid system data.
1. Determined fission cross-section ratios at 14.7 MeV relative to

U-235 for Th-230,232, U-233,234,236,238, Np-237 and Pu-239,242.
2. Determined fission cross-section ratios relative to U-235 in the

Be(d,n) spectrum for Th-232, U-233,234,236,238, Np-237 and Pu-239.
3. An experimental search for structure in the U-238 fission cross

section in the incident-neutron energy range of 1.9 to 2.55 MeV
revealed none.

E. Neutron Source Studies.
Measured spectrum of the Be(d,n) source reaction for 4-7 MeV deuterons
using a fission chamber to investigate the low-energy emitted neutrons.

F. Evaluations.
Completed comprehensive evaluated neutronic files for V, Co Y, Nb and
Bi and submitted them for ENDF/B-VI (with LLNL and Univ. of Illinois).
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G. Physical Interpretation and Nuclear Model Codes.
1. Completed optical model analysis and investigation of Fermi surface

anamoly for V, Co, Y, Nb and Bi.
2. Investigated anamolies in the elastic-scattering ratios V-51/Cr,

Co-59/Ni-58, Cu/Zr, Y-39/Zr, Nb-93/Zr, In/Cd and Bi/Pb.
3. Contributed to an IAEA study on calculational methods of fast-

neutron data for structural materials.
4. Examined effect of spin-spin interactions on elastic scattering.
5. Implimented several nuclear model codes on the Micro-VAX: ABAREX,

ANL-ECIS, ALICE and HAUSER V.

Scheduled results for FY 90-92.

A. Differential Elastic and Inelastic Neutron Scattering to 10 MeV.
1. Continue work on Cr, Fe, Ni58, Zr and In.
2. Study doubly-magic region near A=40 (e.g. Ca, Sc and Ti).
3. Study of high-temperature metals (e.g. Re and Ta).
4. Study of semi-conductor materials (e.g. Si, Ga and Ge).

B. Double-Differential Neutron-Emission Spectra to 8 MeV.
1. Collect completed measurements in a cross-section library.
2. Assess precompound and/or direct component of emission spectra.
3. Extend measurements to emission energies below 1 MeV.

C. Activation Studies.
1. Complete work on the Fe-54(n,alpha) reaction.

2. Continue activation studies in the Be(d,n) spectrum.
3. Investigate experimental discrepancy in the Zn-64(n,p) standard.
4. Investigate cross sections of the Y(n,p) and those Zn(n,p) reac-

tions involving only beta activities (with the Univ. of Michigan).
5. Investigate the feasibility of measuring capture activation in the

30 keV to 5 MeV energy range.

D. Neutron Source Studies.
Continue work on the Be(d,n) reaction, with special emphasis on the
details of the high-energy cutoff of the spectrum.

E. Evaluations.
Continue contributions to ENDF. Ni-58, Zr and In in progress.

F. Physical Interpretation and Nuclear Models.
1. Pursue phenomenological-optical-model parameterizations with atten-

tion to the dispersion relation, Fermi surface, bound-state poten-
tials (shell model), and microscopic-model concepts.

2. Study the fast-neutron interaction with vibrational and rotational
targets including coupling to single-particle configurations.

3. Study the contribution of collective modes of excitation to the
continuum-neutron-emission spectrum.
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
NATIONAL NUCLEAR DATA CENTER

The National Nuclear Data Center provides information to users in
the United States and Canada on neutron, charged particle and
photonuclear reactions, nuclear structure, and decay data.

RESULTS FY 87-89

A. Publications

Neutron Cross Sections. Volume 2. Neutron Cross Section Curves was
published in 1988 and is available from Academic Press.

Supplements three (April 1987) and four (December 1988) to the
Integral Charged Particle Nuclear Data Bibliography were published.

The latest issue of Compilation of Requests for Nuclear Data was
published in January 1987.

Publication of the Fast Neutron Cross Section Newsletter continues
with issue 13 published in December 1988.

Publication of the Nuclear Data Sheets and Recent References
continues.

B. Experimental Data Bases

The Center continues to participate in the Nuclear Reaction Data
Centers Network. The activities of the network include compilation
and exchanges experimental nuclear reaction data (EXFOR) and the
index to neutron data (CINDA). Approximately 220 high—energy proton
data sets were compiled by NNDC and entered into the EXPOR data
system. The compilation of neutron reaction data remains current.

CSISRS was added to the list of data bases available for online
retrieval services. Access is via computer network or telephone.
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C. Evaluated Data

NNDC continues to coordinate the work of the Cross Section Evaluation
Working Group. The majority of the ENDF/B-VI data evaluations have
been processed at NNDC. The evaluations are now undergoing benchmark
testing. Most materials of interest for fusion have been reevaluated
and include energy-angle correlated particle-emission spectra. A
summary of the status of the ENDF/B-VI materials is attached.

As part of the IAEA sponsored Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data File
(FENDL), NNDC, with V.Goulo of the IAEA, prepared intercomparison
plots of ENDF/B-VI with other submitted evaluations. These plots
were the basis for the review and selection of evaluations at the
meeting held in Vienna in May 1989. A sample plot is attached.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR FY 89-90

Publication of issue 14 of the Fast Neutron Cross Section Newsletter
is planned for December 1989. Contributions are due by November 1, 1989.

Current plans are that the future compilation of requests for nuclear
data will be done at Oak Ridge and published by NNDC.

Publication of the Nuclear Data Sheets and Recent References
continues.

A new edition of the Nuclear Wallet Cards is planned for 1990.

Compilation and exchange of nuclear reaction data, and evaluation of
nuclear structure and decay data continues.

Release of ENDF/B-VI is planned in early 1990. IAEA plans to release
the FENDL library in early 1991. About 3/4 of the library will be
taken from ENDF/B-VI.
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Material
H-l
He-3
Li-6
Li-7
Be-9
B-10
B-ll
C
Si
V
Cr-50
Cr-52
Cr-53
Cr-54
Mn-55
Fe-54
Fe-56
Fe-57
Fe-58
Co-59
Ni-58
Ni-59(dos)
Ni-60
Ni-61
Ni-62
Ni-64
Cu-63

;-, Cu-65

inW Zr
Nb
Cs-134
Ba-134
B«-135
Ba-136
Ba-137
Rd-147
Pa-147
Sa-147
Sa-151
Eu-151
Eu-152
Eu-153
Eu-154
Eu-155
Ho-165
Er-166
Er-167
W
Au-197
Pb-206
Pb-207
Pb-208
Bi

Evaluator(Lab)
Dodder (LAND
Hale(LANL)
Hale(LANL)
Young(LAKL)
Perkins(LLNL)
Hale(LANL)
Young(LANL)
Fu(ORNL)
Seeliger(GDR)
Saith(ANL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
ShibatalJAERI)
Fu(ORNL)
Fu(ORNL)
Fu(ORNL)
FU(ORNL)
Saith(ARL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Mann(HEDL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Hetrick(ORNL)
Saith(ARL)
Saith(ARD
Saith(AHL)
Wright(ORNL)
Wright(ORNL)
Wright(ORHL)
Wright(ORHL)
Wright(ORNL)
Wright(ORRL)
Weight(ORHL)
Wright(ORRL)
Wright(ORRL)
Young (LAI»L)
Wright(ORNL)
Young(LARL)
Wright (ORND
Wright(ORNL)
Young (LARD
Wright(ORHL)
Wright(ORHL)
Young(LANL)
Young (LAND
Fu(ORHL)
Fu(OHKL)
Fu(ORNL)
Saith(ANL)

Status of Neutron Evaluations for ENDF/B-VI

Due Date
C

11/89
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

11/89
c
c
c
c

11/89

07/20/89
Phase I

Review Status
A

A
A
A
CA
A
A

NA
CA
A*
A*
A*
A*

CA
A*
A*
A*
A*
A
A*
A
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
A

ilaar,Mann
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

CA
A
CA
A
A
CA
A
A

CA
A*
A*
A*

Phase II
Review status

NR

NR
NR

NR

NR

NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Covariance
Rev. Status

Y
N
P
Y
N
P
P
Y
Y(V5 )
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
R
N
N
R
H
N
N
N
N
R
N
R
R
N
N
N

P
Y
Y
Y

NR



Material
U-235
0-236
U-238
Np-237
Np-239
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
A B - 2 4 1
An-243
Bk-249
Cf-249

Evaluator(Lab)
Weston(ORNL)
Schenter(HEDL)
Weston +<ORNL)
Young (LAND
Wright(ORNL)
Young (LAND
Weston(ORNL)
Weston(ORNL)
Zhou(China)
Weston(ORNL)
Zhou(China)
Zhou(China)

Due Data
C

11/89
C

11/89
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Phase I
Review Status

A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Phase II
Review status

NR
NR

NR
HR
NR

Covariance
Rev. status

P
P
P

N
P
y
Y
Y
N
N
N

Material
H-l(p)
He-3(p)

Evaluator(Lab)
Dodder (LAND
Hale (LAND

Status of Charged Particle Evaluations for ENDF/B-VI
Phase I Phase II Covariance

Due Date Review Status Review status Rev. Status
C A NR
C A NR

0)

Material
Fe-56(n)
Fe-56(p)

Evaluator(Lab)
P««rlatein(BNL)
Pearlstein(BHL)

Status of High Energy Evaluations for ENDF/B-VI
Phase I Phase II

Due Date Review Status Review status
C A NR
C A NR

Covariance
Rev. Status

Notes:
c - Complete
A - Approved

CA - Conditionally approved
NA — Rot approved
A* - Approved but the author will add improvements by 11/89
NR — Not required
Y - N«w covariance evaluation for review 10/89
P - Partial covariance evaluation for review 10/89
N - No new covariance evaluation planned for ENDF/B-VI
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Colorado School of Mines

Radiative capture of protons by light nuclei at low energies. F.E. Cecil, D. Ferg, H. Liu
and J.A. McNeil; Department of Physics Colorado School of Mines; Golden, Colorado
80401 and P.D. Kunz; University of Colorado; Boulder, Colorado 80302.

We have completed a series of gamma ray-to-charged-particle branching ratio
measurements, absolute gamma ray production cross sections and gamma ray angular
distributions for the radiative capture of protons by 6Li, 'Li, ̂ Be and ^ B for proton
bombarding energies bewteen 40 and 180 keV. The branching ratio measurements are
summarized in Fig. 1 below. Except for the 163.1 keV resonance in the reaction
l iB(p,7) 1 /C, we find the branching ratios to be roughly independent of energy and the
angular distributor to be isotropic. The measurements were carried out using
techniques similar our earlier [1] measurements of light-ion gamma ray branching
ratios. By comparing our branching ratio measurements to independent measurement
[2] of the proton induced charged particle reactions, we are able to infer absolute
radiative capture cross sections. From these cross sections we are then able to deduce
the corresponding S-factors and thermonuclear reactivities. We are in the process of
comparing our measurements to plane and distorted wave Born approximation direct
capture cross section calculations in the long wave length limit. Supported in part by
USDOE Grants DE-FG02-87ER40342 and 88ER53276

[1] F. E. Cecil and F.J. Wilkinson, Phys. Rev. 5_3_ 767 (1984); F.J. Wilkinson and F.E.
Cecil, Phys. ReV. C3J. 2036 (1985); F.E. Cecil, D.M. Cole, R. Philbin, Nelson Jarmie
and Ron Brown, Phys. Rev. C32 690 (1985).
[2] J.U. Kwon et. al., Nucl. Phys. A493 112 (1989); C. Rolfs and R. Kavanaugh, Nucl.
Phys. A455 179 (1986); A.J. Sierk and T.A. Tombrello, Nucl. Phys. A210 341 (1973); J.
M. Davidson et. al. Nucl. Phys. A315 253 (1979).
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Fig. 1. Measujed gamma ray branching ratios for the radiative capture of protons by
«T i 'T i n n H 1 - lR3Li, OJ and ] 1 B .
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Current research activities are directed toward the improvement and usage of advanced
models for the calculation of nuclear cross sections required to satisfy applied nuclear data needs.
For A £ 20, we are concentrating on the application of the shell model/R-matrix technique to cal-
culate charged-particle reactions important to fusion energy applications. As part of this effort,
reevaluations have been completed or are underway for many of the important thermonuclear
reactions in the Livermore evaluated charged-particle library (ECPL). For A ^20, calculation
and reevaluation of neutron-induced photon production cross sections are being carried out using
both preequilibrium/evaporation and preequilibrium/Hauser-Feshbach models.

Results for FY 87-89

1. The CRUNCHER shell model/R-matrix series of codes developed at Ohio University are fully
implemented at Livermore. Three significant improvements have been made at Livermore
during this time: a) a generalized method for the calculation of multinucleon spectroscopic
amplitudes has been coded and tested, b) shell model calculations can now be run using a
Hamiltonian in the multiparticle form making most calculations run an order of magnitude
faster, and c) a code has been written to facilitate the coupling between shell model calcu-
lated quantities and the required R-matrix input parameters used for nuclear cross section
calculations. The goal of this effort is to be able to calculate the double-differential cross
sections for any reaction involving light nuclei (e.g, t+t, d+6Li) from a fundamental
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction such that the method can be tested where accurate data
exist and can then be used in regions where there are little or no data.

2. The IDA set of preequilibrium/Hauser-Feshbach codes developed at ENEA in Bologna, Italy
is fully operational at Livermore and has been used in the creation of a complete neutron
data evaluation for 20Ne. For l<£n<30 MeV, the IDA set of codes was used to produce
neutron cross sections, angular distribution data, and energy spectra. Below 1 MeV, these
results were fitted to cross sections obtained from experimental neutron resonance parame-
ters.

3. The ALICE preequilibrium/evaporation code has been improved for carrying out: a) calcula-
tions of samples of mixed isotopic composition, e.g., naturally occurring samples, b)
precompound gamma decay calculations in which microscopic reversibility has been com-
bined with the giant dipole capture cross section to provide a rate of radiative one-body
transitions, c) calculations based on the shell-structure-dependent level density model of
Katuria and Ramamurthy for improved accuracy in predicting particle spectra and yields
where the nuclei involved are at or near closed shells, d) calculations based on systematics
due to C. Kalbach, and e) calculations which incorporate realistic single-particle levels into
the precompound decay models.

4. Completed new evaluations for ECPL of the 2H(d,n)3He, 2H(d,p)3H, and 3H(d,n)4He reac-
tions from 50 eV to 20 MeV which include angular distributions of the secondary panicles.
In addition to the direct relevance of these new evaluations to the fusion energy program,
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these new evaluations will be used in testing effective nucleon-nucleon interactions for use
in our shell model/R-matrix calculations.

5. Completed preliminary "hell model/R-matrix calculations for the gamma production from 14
MeV neutrons incident on 14N. The agreement with data from Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory was very good. Further work on these calculations will be carried out after testing of
the nucleon-nucleon interaction in the A =4, 5, and 8 systems.

6. Completed calculations of differential neutron emission spectra for 2 to 20 MeV neutrons
incident on 27A1, ^ N i , ^ F e , and NatCr (UCID-21309, -21310, -21311, and -21312
(1988)). These calculations, performed with the ALICE code, included both compound and
preequilibrium contributions.

7. Joint neutron data evaluations with A. B. Smith, et al. of Argonne National Laboratory have
been provided for 59Co, ^ V , 89Y, 93Nb, and 209Bi to be included in ENDF/B-VI. An
evaluation for natural indium is under way.

8. Completed a translation code to convert ENDF/B evaluations into the Livermore ENDL for-
mat so that direct comparison of the two libraries can be made.

9. A comprehensive analysis on comparisons of our integral neutron and gamma-ray spectra
obtained from the pulsed-sphere program to the results of Monte Carlo calculations based
on both ENDF/B-V and ENDL evaluations has been completed and submitted to Nucl. Sci.
and Eng. This represents a valuable bench-marking of both libraries over a wide range of
isotopes and natural elements.

Work in progress or planned FY 89-91

1. Shell model/R-matrix calculations have been started for the A =4 system and calculations for
the A =5, 6, and 8 systems will soon begin. The A =4 and 5 systems will be used as a test-
ing ground for the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction used in this method and results will
be compared to the recently completed reevaluations of reactions leading to these systems.
Preliminary work on the structure of 4He has been started utilizing saturating interactions
which include density dependence (UCRL-100985).

2. Using available data and shell model/R-matrix techniques, we will begin evaluations of the
t+t and d+6Li reactions for ECPL.

3. A reanalysis of the systematic parameters used in the IDA set of codes is underway. We are
reevaluating the level density parameters using statistical analyses of the latest BNL reso-
nance parameters as well as the most recent level information from the Table of Isotopes.
When completed, we will have new level density parameters as a function of A over the
entire periodic table. We are also completing an evaluation of regionally-global optical
model parameters to be used in generating transmission coefficients in IDA.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
(A. Nuclear Data Measurements)

RESULTS FOR 1987-88

A, Nuclear Data Measurements

1. In the Low Energy Fusion Cross Section program, work on the D(t,a)n
reaction were completed. The data and analysis were published in Phys.
Rev. £35_,1999(1987), £21,1220(1987), and Phys. Rev. Lett.
£2,763(1987). A final paper covering the D(d,n)3He and D(d,p)T
reactions was completed and accepted for publication in Physical Review.

2. cross sections for the (n,p) and (n,t) reactions were measured for
thermal neutrons interacting with 1 u B.

3. Low energy neutron-induced reactions on a variety of nuclei, both stable
and radioactive, were studied at the LANSCE facility. The 7Be(n,p)
reaction was studied from 0.3 eV to 13.5 keV; 22Na(np), 22Na(n,a),
and 37CI(n,p) were measured from 25 meV to 100 keV; and ^4Mn(n,p)
and ^N(n,p) were investigated from 40 meV to approximately 100 eV.
Design and procurement was started on a 4n BaF2 scintillator detector for
total-capture measurements on radioactive targets.

4. Measurements of the 235lJ(n,f) cross section were begun at WNR to
obtain high-precision (1-2%) data over the range from a few MeV up to
35 MeV. Data obtained at energies up to 400 MeV will be limited to a few
percent in accuracy by the lack of a suitable calibration standard. Fission
cross section ratios relative to 2 3^U were begun for 2 3 2 Th, 2 3 7 Np,
2 3 8 l , and 2 39

5. A program to determine level densities for residual, target, and compound
nuclei by measuring charged-particle emission cross sections was begun
at the WNR Facility. A neutron beam line and detector station, were
established and initial measurements on 27AI(n,a) and 12C(n,a) were
made to verify rates and backgrounds.

6. A successful feasibility study using a high resolution HPGe detector was
performed to investigate measurements of de-excitation y-rays from
reaction products produced by fast neutrons incident on na tFe.
Comparison with previous data indicated that our arrangement has much
higher counting rates and comparable or lower backgrounds.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS FOR 1989-90

A. Nuclear Data Measurements

1. The Low Energy Fusion Cross Section program will have the final paper
on the D + D reactions published. The program will end in 1990 with the
publication of final results for the T(t,a)nn.
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2. The radioactive target program plans measurements of the following
(n,z) reactions: 1 70{n,a) , 26AI(n,p), 26AI(n,a), 3 3S(n,p),
33s(n,a), 37Ar(n,p), 3 7 A r ( n i a ) i 41Ca(n,p), 41 Ca(n,a), 4 3Ca(n,p),
43Ca(n,a), 141Pr(n,a). Development of the 4n BaF2 detector will
continue. Measurements of 17OTm(n,Y) or 171Tm(n,y) appear to be the
most favorable first candidates.

3. Measurements of the 235U(n,f) cross section and additional data for
233,234,236u(n,f) will be complete in 1989. An expanded program
looking at fragment mass, kinetic energy, and particle emission will start
in 1990.

4. De-excitation y-ray measurements at WNR are planned for the following
materials for incident neutrons between 0.7 and 400 MeV: 54pG) 88Y,
206,207,208Pbi 232Th a n d 238U; a n d f o r elemental C, O, Na, Mg, Al,
Si, K, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co.

5. The level density program will investigate Ericson fluctuations using high
resolution data obtained in 1989 at WNR for 28Si(n,p) and 28Si(n,a) to
resolved final states. Improved capabilities for measuring (n,z)
emission spectra as a function of incident neutron energy to about 50 MeV
will be in place. Further data on C and other nuclei will be taken.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
(B. Theory and Evaluation Programs)

RESULTS FOR FY 1987-88

B. Theory and Evaluation Programs

1. Comprehensive R-matrix analyses of the A=2, A=8, and A=ll systems, which
include the ^ ( n . n ^ H , 6Li(n,t)a and 10B(n,<x)7Li standard reactions, were
completed in conjunction with the ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation.

2. ENDF/B-VI evaluated data files were completed for neutron reactions with *H, 6Li,
7Li, 10B, and n B [Proc. Eighth Top. Mtg. on the Tech. of Fusion Energy, Salt
Lake City, Utah, 9-13 Oct. 1988, (to be published in Fusion Tech., 1989)].

3. A quasi-free scattering model for the preequilibrium region has been developed
based on single-step quasi-free scattering and the exciton model [Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. 33, 1601.EB15 (1988)]. A new study has been completed of the systematics
of continuum angular distributions in nuclear reactions emitting nucleons and alpha
particles [Phys. Rev. C37, 2350 (1988)]. The GNASH Hauser-Feshbach
statistical theory code was updated for improved preequilibrium and level density
models [Proc. Int. Conf. on Nucl. Data for Sci. and Tech., Mito, Japan (1988) p.
607].

4. A new model of the average neutron and proton pairing gaps in nuclei was
completed and published [Nucl. Phys. A476,1 (1988)]. The isospin dependence
of the new model provides pairing gaps for use in nuclear level-density calculations
of an arbitrary nucleus.

5. A complete R-matrix analysis of the reactions in the 5He system was finished,
yielding reliable values of the T(d,n)4He cross section for Ed = 0-8 MeV. An
analysis of the S-matrix pole structure of the J^=3/2+ resonance revealed the first
evidence for a shadow pole in a nuclear reaction [Phys. Rev. Lett. 59,763 (1987)].
The J"^3/2+ R-matrix parameters were used to determine nuclear effects on the
eigenvalues of the dtu, molecule [Phys. Rev. A 37,340 (1988)].

ANTICIPATED RESULTS FOR FY 1989-90

B. Theory and Evaluation Programs

1. Evaluations of n-PHe and n+197Au data will be completed for the 1989 issue of
ENDF/B-VI. New evaluations of neutron reactions on 14N, 1 60,2 7A1, and W will
be completed for future issues of ENDF/B-VI.

2. A set of regional global nucleon-nucleus optical-model potentials will be developed
for nucleon energies in the range En,Ep £ 50 MeV. A regional basis (in mass
number A) is used so that the global parameterization is performed only on groups
of njclei with similar macroscopic properties.

3. The differences in the two branches of the d+d reaction have been sucessfully
explained by a Coulomb-corrected, charge-independent R-matrix analysis of the four-
nucleon reactions. These differences include a surprisingly large branching ratio for
the P-wave cross sections at low energies, as was detected in muon-catalyzed fusion
experiments. We plan to look carefully at the S-wave branching ratio at low
energies, including particle-exchange and Oppenheimer-Phillips corrections, because
of the intense cold-fusion interest.
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PROGRESS REPORT

G. F. Knoll and D. K. Wehe
Department of Nuclear Engineering

The University of Michigan

I. SUMMARY

Recent activity on the cross section project at the University of Michigan has been one
primarily of construction and assembly of our 14 MeV pulsed neutron facility. All the
components of the system have now been either purchased or fabricated in our shop facilities and
have been assembled in their final configuration. Initial testing of the system is underway. We
have also completed the design and construction of several other major pieces of equipment that
are needed to begin fast neutron time-of-flight measurements. These include the primary proton
recoil detector, and a californium fission chamber needed in the efficiency calibration of the
primary detector. We have also added considerable concrete shielding designed to lower the
neutron background in the experimental area.

II. 14 MeV PULSED NEUTRON FACILITY

The 14 MeV Pulsed Neutron Facility consists of a 150 kV Cockroft-Walton accelerator, a
beam pulser, a mass analysis magnet, a klystron buncher, a quadrupole triplet and the associated
vacuum system. A drawing of the system layout is given in Fig. 1. The following is a
component by component description.

A. Vacuum system
Most of the new beam line components are made of stainless steel and employ copper

gaskets. The vacuum system now includes a mechanical pump, five sorption pumps and two
newly reconditioned ion pumps. The pumps and valves are positioned so that when the target
needs to be changed, only a small section of the beam line has to be opened and vacuum can be
quickly restored.

B. Beam Pulser
The pulser is used to form beam pulses of about 30 to 35 ns length from the steady-state

beam coming from the neutron generator. We adapted the steering plates that were part of the
original system for this step. A 2 MHz sinusoidal voltage within the range of 500 to 2000 V is
applied to the pulser plates, which are 20 cm long and 3.5 cm wide. Following the sweeping
plates is a set of count-down plates of the same dimension but perpendicular to the sweeping
plates. 1.0 kV pulses of 35 ns duration are applied to the plates to discard unwanted pulses so
that the time duration between two successive pulses can be controlled. Another reason for using
the count-down plates is that two pulses will be generated in one cycle of the sinusoidal wave
applied to the pulser. These two pulses will have slightly different focusing properties so that at
least one of the two pulses must be discarded.

C. Mass analysis magnet
The magnet is used for two purposes. First, by bending the beam 90 degrees, the magnet

allows orientation of the beam line toward the open volume of our laboratory where extended
flight paths are possible. Second, we eliminate the molecular component from the beam so that
target life can be prolonged. The double-focusing magnet has a bending radius of 30 cm.

D. Klystron Buncher
The buncher is used to time focus the beam, compressing the length of the pulses from the

beam pulser. The buncher electrodes are made of 3 cm ID copper tube. The center electrode,
connected to high voltage, is supported on two alumina ceramic rods of 1.9 cm thickness and 48
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University of Michigan Progress Report

cm length. The electrodes on both sides of the center electrode are grounded, having the same
potential as the buncher housing.

E. Quadrupole lenses
The quadrupole lenses were designed with the help of the TRANSPORT code from SLAC

to focus the pulsed beam coming out of the buncher onto the target with a beam spot diameter of
2.5 cm, matching the active target diameter. The quadrupoles form a triplet, with three
quadrupole lenses in tandem. Each pole face is 10 cm long and the separation between two
adjacent lenses is 5 cm. The lenses are electrostatic, with maximum applied voltage of 15 kV.

F. Tank circuits
Tank circuits are used as energy storage "tanks" and as part of the RF high-voltage-

generating circuits for the pulser and the buncher. In order to minimize the increase of coil
resistance due to skin effect so that a high tank circuit Q can be obtained, the coil for the tank
circuit of the buncher is wound with 0.635 cm diameter copper tube. With its 16.5 cm diameter,
20 cm length and 16 turns, the coil has an inductance of 22.7 mH and a Q-value of 450. The coil
for the tank circuit of the pulser is 7.5 cm in diameter and 25 cm in length. Its inductance is 198
mH and its Q value is 670. The coils and the capacitors are enclosed in aluminum cans to prevent
their RF radiation from interfering with other instruments.

G. Proton Recoil Scintillation Detector
The detector consists of a cylindrical aluminum cell (22 cm outer diameter, 8.6 cm height)

with a 3 mm thick quartz end window, filled with NE-213 liquid scintillator. The interior surface
of the container is covered with a TiC>2 reflector coating. A tapered light guide made from lucite is
used to match the cell diameter to the diameter of the Hamamatsu R1250-03 photomultiplier tube.

H. Fission Chamber for Time-of-Flight Detector Calibration
A gas scintillation detector has been constructed to allow a calibration of the detection

efficiency of the proton recoil detector described in the previous section. The fission source used
is a 0.5 mg 252^f electrodeposited as a spot of 0.635 cm diameter on the center of a platinum disc
with 2.7 cm diameter and a thickness of 0.0127 cm. This foil is mounted in a gas-filled
cylindrical chamber that functions as a scintillation detector for the emitted fission fragments. The
source is positioned at one base of the cylinder while the other base is a quartz window. The
quartz window is coupled to an EMI 9887B photomultiplier tube. The internal surface of the
detector is covered with a T1O2 coating which serves as a light reflector. The scintillator gas is a
mixture of argon and nitrogen (85% AT, 15% N). Nitrogen is added in order to shift the primary
argon UV emission into the visible region. The gas mixture is continuously flowed through the
sensitive volume of the detector to maintain gas purity.

III. PLANNED MEASUREMENTS

We expect to devote the majority of our future effort to exploiting the new facility
that has been assembled to produce nanosecond pulses of 14 MeV neutrons. Our specific
objectives are: 1) Measurement of continuum neutron emission spectra induced by 14 MeV
neutrons. Data of this sort are essential in the design of fusion energy systems, particularly in
blanket design. 2) Determination of direct neutron inelastic scattering yields. These data are
essential for complete description of neutron transport, and are also of theoretical importance in
the analysis of collective rotational and vibration nuclear states. 3) Measurement of accurate
angular distributions for elastic scattering. These data are important in determination of optical
model parameters and in coupled channel analysis.

Once we have established the workability of the present pulsing system, we will begin to
develop plans for the second phase of the development of the accelerator. This phase will - l
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the replacement of the current ion source and acceleration column with a new design based on a
duoplasmatron ion source. We anticipate that this step will result in a significant increase in
neutron intensity to permit small sample experiments in place of the ring geometry measurements
planned during the initial stage.

IV. ACTIVATION CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS IN COOPERATION
WITH ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

We have begun a series of activation cross section measurements to be carried out in
collaboration with Dr. Donald Smith of Argonne National Laboratory. This program involves a
University of Michigan student who will take part in the experimental procedures at both
locations. Irradiations will be carried out at ANL, and samples transported to our laboratories for
activity measurements. In particular, we will employ the 4n pVy absolute counting facilities that
we have developed for past measurements of induced activities for previous cross section
measurements in our laboratories. Irradiations at ANL will exploit the excellent capabilities of the
FNG over wide ranges of neutron energies. Initial measurements will be carried out on activation
reactions in yttrium.

magnet

qvadrupole <->
" neutron

< 4 kv) generator

buncher(HV . 10 kv, f - 6 MHz)

3.45 m

Figure 1. Pulsed Neutron Facility Layout
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY
(Formerly National Bureau of Standards)

The neutron measurement and research program at NIST includes the
measurement of reference neutron cross sections which are important for
applications of nuclear data to the fusion program. The program also includes
the development of improved neutron detectors, measurement methods, and
participation in neutron related international data measurements and
evaluations.

Results for FY 87-89

A. Neutron Standard Cross Section Measurements

1. Completed shape measurement of the 235U(n,f) cross section standard
relative to the 10B(n,a) reaction in the thermal to 1-keV neutron
energy region.

2. Initiated measurements of the 10B(n5ay) standard cross section in the
0.1- to 3-MeV neutron energy region in collaboration with scientists
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

3. Initiated measurements of the 235U(n,f) cross section in the 0.1- to
400-MeV neutron energy region in collaboration with scientists from
Los Alamos National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

4. Initiated measurements of the 235U(n,f) cross section at 2.5-MeV
neutron energy using the time-correlated associated-particle technique
with the D(d,n)3He reaction.

5. Collaborated with scientists from Los Alamos National Laboratory and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to complete measurements of the ratios
of the neutron induced fission cross sections of the target nuclei
2 3 5U, 2 3 8U, 2 3 2Th, 2 3 7Np, and 239Pu in the 1 to 400-MeV neutron energy
region.

6. Initiated measurements of the 3He(n,p) cross section in the 1-eV to
100-keV neutron energy region.

B. Neutron Detector Developments

1. Transferred the annular proton recoil telescope used in earlier
experiments at NIST to Los Alamos National Laboratory for measurements
at higher neutron energies.

2. Improved the operation of the 3He gas scintillation counter in order
to measure neutron fluence as well as the 3He(n,p)T cross section in
the neutron energy region below 3 MeV.

3. Transferred the accurately characterized Black Neutron Detector to Oak
Ridge National Laboratory for neutron fluence measurements for neutron
energies less than 3 MeV.
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1. Implemented the time-correlated associated-particle technique using
the D(d,n)3He reaction as a 2.5-MeV neutron source for fissions cross
section measurements.

5. The University of Michigan utilized the Dual thin scintillator neutron
detector developed at NIST for activation cross section measurements.

6. Completed Monte Carlo calculations of the Dual Thin Scintillation in
the sum coincidence mode.

Planned Measurement Activities

1. Complete measurement and analysis of 235U(n,f) cross section in the
2 to 35-MeV neutron energy region as well as the ratios of the fission
cross sections of the fissile targets in the 2 to 400-MeV neutron
energy region.

2. Complete analysis of the 3He(n,p)T reaction data measured with the 3He
gas scintillator.

3. Complete measurement of the 10B(n,ai) in the 0.2 to 3-MeV neutron
energy region.

4. Initiate measurement of the ratio of the 10B(n,aY) cross section to
the 235U(n,f) cross section at a state-of-the-art neutron source.

5. Extend 3He(n,p)T cross section measurement to higher neutron energies.

6. Complete 235U(n,f) cross section at 2.5 MeV using the Time Correlated
Associated Particle Method.
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Measurements at ORELA have continued with emphasis on development of a double-
differential (n.xn) measurement system, capture gamma-ray cross sections and spectra,
high-resolution gamma-ray production cross sections and total cross-section measurements.
Model development has centered on improvements to our multistep Hauser-Feshbach
code TNG. Complete evaluations for 50,52,53,54Cr? 54,56,57,58^ 58,60,61,62,64^ 63,65Cu a n d
206-207 '208Pb, and an evaluation for natural carbon have been prepared and accepted for
inclusion in ENDF/B-VI. These evaluations focussed on problems of interest to the fusion
community and used experimental data described in earlier meetings of this series.

Results Since September 19S6 Meeting

A. Experimental Work

1. High-resolution (n,x7) data have been reduced to cross sections for 10>nB from
0.1 < En < 25 MeV and 53Cr from 0.1 < En < 10 MeV, and published.

2. High-resolution (n,x7) data have been measured on V and Co from 0.1 < En < 40
MeV, with data reduction nearly complete for Co.

3. Development of a NE-213 based neutron and gamma-ray emission system, including
a new data acquisition system, has been completed and tested. Data have been
acquired at tLree angles for 1 < En < 20 MeV for C and Fe samples and are being
reduced to double-differential cross sections.

4. A new Monte Carlo code to determine a scintillator full energy response to neutrons
from 0.1-80 MeV has been completed and tested. Based on new data and model
calculations, it is a big improvement over the O5S code previously used.

5. Several total cross sections of interest to fusion have been measured, including 56Fe
from 100 keV to 20 MeV, Co from 50 eV to 20 MeV, and Be, 0 , Pb and Bi from
0.1 to 70 MeV.

6. High-resolution angular distributions in the resonance region were completed on
52Cr, 54i56Fe, 58'60Ni, and carbon. These distributions at six angles help define the
spin and parity of the resonances.

7. The capture cross section system at 40-m is being upgraded, with new electronics,
CeD6 detectors replacing the CeF6, and removing excess mass in the vicinity of
the detector and samples. This will allow improved calculations of the detector
responses and more accurate values of the capture widths.

B. Model Code Development and Evaluation Work

1. Other than small changes added for convenience, TNG has primarily been used in
the production mode, calculating cross sections, angular distributions and outgo-
ing particle spectra, including recoil spectra, for the 18 isotopic evaluations noted
earlier. Following this effort, several improvements in TNG are planned.

2. The isotopic evaluations for Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu and Pb all utilize File 6 formats, which
allow energy-angle correlated data for outgoing neutrons, gamma rays and charged
particles, including of heavy-particle recoil spectra. With this information, accurate
calculations of KERMA factors, PKA, energy balance, etc. can be made for the
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first time from ENDF. Energy balance has been checked and is better than 1 for
all reactions at all energies.

3. We are participating in development of the FENDL (Fusion Evaluated Nuclear
Data File) library, for international use in fusion reactor design. Several of the
ENDF evaluations have been chosen for the FENDL file.

Anticipated Results - FY 1990

A. Measurements

1. Complete data reduction for Co(n,x7) and report results.

2. Complete data reduction for 56Fe(n,X7) and report results.

3. Measure (n,X7) for isotopes of Ti.

4. Complete data reduction for Fe(n,xn) from 1-20 MeV.

5. Measure Ni(n,xn) from 1-20 MeV at 3 angles.

6. Measure 0(n,X7) for information on ratio of (n, a) to total alpha production.

B. Model Development and Evaluation Work

1. Complet'.' evaluation for isotopes of silicon.

2. Complete uncertainty files.

3. Implement in TNG development work on pairing corrections and spin cutoff factors
for two kinds of fermions.

Anticipated Results - FY 1991

A. Measurements

1. Complete data reduction for Ni(n,xn) from 1-20 MeV.

2. Measure Cr(n,xn) from 1-20 MeV at 3 angles.

3. Complete data reduction on V(n,x7) and publish results.

4. Measure (n,x7) for copper isotopes, including capture spectra.

B. Model Development and Evaluation Work

1. Complete any remaining work for ENDF/B-VI evaluations.

2. Document evaluations.

3. Initiate evaluations on isotopes of silicon.

4. Complete User's Guide for TNG.
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OHIO UNIVERSITY

Results Since September 1986 Meeting

1. Shell model calculations for 10Be, particularly in relation to the 9Be(n,2n)
reaction, have been carried out on our new computer, upgraded from an Hewlett-
Packard 1000 Model A900 to an H-P 9000 Model 835. The calculations predict
over 400 states in 10Be for Ex < 25 MeV, and spectroscopic factors for neutron
channels have been obtained. Work is currently underway to obtain spectro-
scopic factors for the alpha and 5He channels.

2. The extensive investigations of higher energy neutron scattering from En =
3 MeV to En = 12 MeV from 10B have been completed. Results are available as
a Ph.D. dissertation and as a topical report, DOE/ER/40387-2, Ohio University,
November 1988. An article entitled "A Study of the Higher Excitation Levels of
"B via the i0B(n,n)i°B and 10B(n,n')i°B* (0.72, 1.74, 2.15, 3.59, 4.77 MeV)
Reactions" is being submitted to Physical Review.

3. A very comprehensive study of the structure of 14C has been completed for
neutron scattering from 13C from En = 4.5 MeV to 11 MeV. Elastic and inelastic
scattering to the first three excited levels of 13C were measured. Selective
sequential 2 n—decay of 14C levels was observed, and a new simulation code for
several experimental effects including multiple scattering was written to correct
the data. Shell model calculations were made and compared to the data. Results
are available in: Phys. Rev. C 35, 855 (1987); Phys. Rev. C 39, 776 (1989); Ohio
University Reports DOE/ER/02490-5 and DOE/ER/40387-3; and Nucl. Inst.
Meth. A269. 607 (1988).

4. Measurements of proton scattering cross sections for 54Fe and 56Fe have been
started for proton energies between 4 and 8 MeV. These will be analyzed to
obtain more information on sub—Coulomb barrier optical potentials.

5. Measurements of thin target 56Fe(d,n) and 57Fe(p,n) spectra have been started to
study the level density of 57Co.

6. Spectra for 58Ni(n,p), 58Ni(n,a), 60Ni(n,p) and 60Ni(n,a) have been analyzed,
compared with calculations and published in Nuclear Science and Engineering 95,
60 (1987).

7. Measurements of spectra for (n,p) and (n,#) reactions on 54Fe and 56Fe have been
completed and compared with Hauser—Feshbach calculations.

8. Spectra for 63Cu(n,p), 63Cu(n,a), 65Cu(n,p) and 65Cu(n,a) at En = 9 and En =
11 MeV have been analyzed, compared with calculations and published in
Nuclear Science and Engineering 95., 296 (1987).
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Anticipated Results FY 90-91

1. Complete the present phase of the 10Be calculations and compare them to 9Be
elastic and inelastic cross sections.

2. Continue the deep inelastic scattering to unbound states of 13C to study the
primary and secondary neutrons in the decay of 14C levels. Collaborate with
D.A. Resler at LLNL on shell model calculations for higher excited inelastic
scattering.

3. Final analysis of 54Fe and 56Fe (n,z) will be completed and submitted for
publication.

4. Measurements of 56Fe(d,n) and 57Fe(p,n) spectra will be completed and ultra-
thin target results will be compared with thick target results.

5. Measurements of Ericson fluctuations in 56Fe(p,n)56Co will be completed and
additional level density points for 57Co will be deduced.

6. Measurements of proton scattering on 54Fe and 56Fe will be completed and
optical model parameters deduced.

7. Measurements of (n.z) cross sections of Fe at energies above 12 MeV will be
begun.
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Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory Report

The TUNL measurements program utilizes facilities associated with a tandem Van de
Graaff located at TUNL and complementary facilities located elsewhere. The major TUNL
apparatus comprises a neutron time-of-flight spectrometer, an array of large Nal detectors, a
moderately intense polarized-ion source, several polarized targets, and a precision charged
particle scattering chamber. Projects elsewhere are being conducted at LANL (WNR and
LANSCE), Ohio University, LBL, and LLNL. The report below presents our work in a set of
arbitrary, overlapping divisions. As will be seen, much of the data concerns measurements
involving polarized projectiles or targets and most of the analyses involve the use of such data
to enhance our knowledge of nuclear models or nuclear states.

I. A < 4

(i?,ii)1H: Measured Ay(8) for E = 7.6, 12, 14, 16, 18.5 MeV; corrected previous
16.9 MeV data for instrumental effects. Intention is to obtain better model for n-p
interaction; improvements to Bonn potential underway.
2H(n,n)2H: Measuring o(0) near 180° between 8 - 12 MeV at Ohio Univ. (Grimes).
Purpose is to remove discrepancy between reported values and to improve phase shift
knowledge.
2H (Ii,n)2H: Measured Ay(6) at 8.5 MeV. Goal is to constrain nucleon-nucleon
potentials that are base for calculations and test for three-nucleon forces.
2H (r?,np)n: Measured Ay(6) for quasi-free and final-state-interaction configurations.
Model development for three-nucleon system.
2H (]),y)3He: Measured Ay ar o MeV. Model analyses underway.
2H (cf ,dp)n and 2H (cf,drr)n: Measured various analyzing powers at 12 MeV for
quasi-free scattering conditions. Study charge-symmetry breaking and the four-body
system.
2H (d\y)4He: Measured o(6) and analyzing powers at 0.4 < E < 15 MeV (TUNL) and
30 and 50 MeV (LBL). Determine d-state of 4He and performing model development
3H(p,y)4He: Measured a(90°) from 2 -15 MeV. Verified that previously reported
data was incorrect by factor of 2. This eliminates need for charge-symmetry violation to
explain 3He(n,y)4He data.
3H(cf,y)5He and 3He(cf,y)sLi: Measured analyzing powers. Derived width of
ground state of 5He and 5Li.
4H e(<f ,y)6Li: Setting up to measure analyzing powers. Intend to determine d-state
admixture in ^Li.

II. 5 < A < 40

6Li(n,n)6Li and 6Li(p,p)6Li: Completed data analysis of TUNL a(0) and Ay(0) for
5-17 MeV. Derived OM parameters with a model that ignores CN contributions.
Improved model discussions underway.
12C(n,n)12C: Determined Kerma factors around 18 MeV. Phase shift analysis being
conducted above 15 MeV. Improved our phase-shift code in order to search globally in
energy.
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MSi(n,n): Revised SOM and CC calculations to describe earlier TUNL 0(6) and Ay(6)
from 8-15 MeV. Derived deformation parameters for (n,n') and (p,p') for 2+ and 4+

states.
40Ca(n,n): From 0 < E < 80 MeV. Continue optical model analysis to include
dispersion relation in order to obtain more accurate energy dependence at low energies
and to extend model to bound states. Study Coulomb correction terms for (p,p) and
dispersion corrections for (p,p) in a consistent manner.

III. 54 < A < 209

54Fe(n,n) and 58Ni(n,n): Published coupled-channels analysis for 0.01 < E < 80
MeV. Fit TUNL data for c(6) and Ay(G) for 8 < E < 17 MeV.
54Fe(n,n)54Fe: New optical model analysis including dispersion relation effects
underway. Seeking better description for 1 < E < 4 MeV.
116,120sn(n,n): Published coupled-channels analysis for 0.01 < E < 80 MeV.
181Ta(n,xy): Measured o(9) and c(integrated) for En = 2 - 100 MeV and Ey = 2 - 25
MeV. Measurements performed at WNR facility at LANL (Wender).
208pb(n,n)2Mpb: Measured Ay(6) from 6 - 10 MeV and a(6) at 8 MeV. Analyzed
with optical model including dispersion relation. Predicted bound state energies.
Performed Fourier-Bessel analysis to obtain form-factor of n+208Pb potential.
209Bi(n,n)2«!>Bi: Measured Ay(0) at 6 and 8 MeV. Goal is to develop model for
comparison to 208Pb model.

IV. Special projects and developments underway

Microscopic model for 6 < A < 20ft: Determining best parameters and
interactions of available microscopic models that will give the best global description for
neutron and proton scattering from nuclei across the periodic table. Focus is on a few
light nuclei and on heavier nuclei that are not heavily deformed. This new analysis now
includes Ay(6) data for neutron scattering, which gives additional constraints. Work
being done with group from LLNL (Hansen, Dietrich).
Polarized target research: Measured spin-spin total cross section for 27Alpoi(r?,n)
and upper limit for 93NbpOi(n>,n). Measured upper limit for parity and parity-time
reversal violation in n + Ho interaction. Setting up system at LANL (LANSCE) with
TRIPLE collaboration to investigate time-reversal and parity violation.
Nuclear data compilation: Published in Nuclear Physics A474 (1987) 1 an updated
compilation of energy levels for A = 3,4.
A(n,p) at high energies: Developing techniques for measuring A(n,p) reactions
from 50 - 400 MeV at LANL (WNR) with collaborators from several labs.
Detector efficiency: Measuring the relative efficiency for several neutron detectors
(organic liquid scintillators) from 5 to 17 MeV in 50 -100 keV steps to compare with
available codes.
New TUNL facilities: Developing high intensity polarized ion source. Constructing
a massive shield for conducting open-geometry neutron scattering measurements utilizing
the 2H(d,n) source reaction. Constructing a polarized ^He target for sensitive
determination of spin-spin potential. Developing a target area to measure d + d fusion
reaction at E < 100 keV with polarized incident beam.
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SUMMARY OP ARGDNNE ACTIVATION MEETINGS

by

Donald L. Smith
Engineering Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonnei Illinois 60^39

Two international meetings devoted to neutron activation
cross sections were held at Argonne National Laboratory during
September 1969. The number of registered participants at these
meetings (many individuals attended both) was 35.

The IAEA Consultants' Meeting on thp Production of
Long-lived Activities for Fusion Waste Disposal (11-12 September)
was the first meeting of participants in an IAEA Coordinated
Research Program of the same name. This program involves
measurements and nuclear modeling studies for a selected list of
neutron-induced reactions which produce activities that are
considered to be problematic for waste disposal. The materials
involved are structural materials and trace impurities. Progress
reports on the various activities underway in the U.S.) U.K.,
P.R.G., U.S.S.R.i P.R.C., Austria and Hungary were presented and
there were extensive discussions of the activities undertaken and
the problems encountered during the first year of the program.

The NEANDC Specialists' Meeting on Neutron Activation Cross
Sections for Fission and Fusion Energy Applications (13-15
September) was a broad scope meeting covering virtually all
aspects of nuclear data for activation reactions. Twenty four
formal papers mere presented and 50 distinct discussion sessions
were held on a wide range of topics. Each discussion Mas led by
an expert in the field. A special meeting of the NEANDC Working
Group on Neutron Activation Cross Sections was held during the
evening of 1<* September to organize the group and to establish
specific goals. The material provided by the 29 individuals who
responded to a detailed questionnaire issued earlier in the year
was reviewed and found to be very useful for the purposes of this
meeting.
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EUROPEAN ACTIVATION LIBRARY FOR FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

J. Kopecky and H. Gruppelaar

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN, P.O.Box 1,
1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

Abstract: This paper describes the work performed to revise and extend the
REAC-ECN data files, which will result in the European Activation File
(EAF-1). This project is part of the European Fusion Technology Program.
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INTEGRAL TEST OF JENDL-3 DOSIMETRY FILE
IN SIMULATED FUSION NEUTRON FIELDS

Y. Ikeda and C. Konno
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan

A dosimetry file will be newly implemented in the JENDL-3 nuclear data file as one of special
purpose files. An integral test of some dosimetry cross sections included has been carried out
by using integral experimental data at FNS, focusing on their adequacy for the fusion applica-
tion. The reactions tested are 27Al(n,a)24Na,Ti(n,x)46Sc, Ti(n,x)48sc, 56Fe(n,p)56Mn,
54Fe(n,p) 54Mn, 59Co(n,a)56Mn, 59Co(n,2n)58Co, 58Ni(n,2n)57Ni, 58Ni(n,p)58c0 and
90zr(n,2n) 89Zr. The dosimetry cross sections for these reactions were taken from partial
cross sections in the general purpose file of JENDL-3. The data of the ENDF/B-V dosimetry
file were also tested for comparison.

As the testing neutron fields, we employed the neutron spectra in two different positions of
Phase-HB experiments of JAERI/USDOE collaborative program for fusion blanket neutronics.
The systems consisted of a 60-cm-thick blanket test zone enclosed by a 20-cm-thick Li2Co3
zone with a 5-cm-thick polyethylene insulator zone. The D-T neutron source was located inside
of the enclosure. A Be layer 5 cm thick was lined up on the inside wall of the enclosure and the
first 5 cm thickness of the testing zone. The spectrum in the system was calculated by DOT3.5
with JENDL-3PR2.

The ratios of reaction rates in both systems calculated with JENDL-3 to those with ENDF/B-V
showed large differences in the reactions of 58Ni(n,2n)57>ii and 58Ni(n,p)58co at front posi-
tions. Since the 14 MeV neutron dominated the spectrum on the surface, these differences
implied that cross sections around 14 MeV of JENDL-3 are higher and lower by 10% than those
of ENDF/B-V for the reactions of 58Ni(n,2n)57Ni and 58Ni(n,p)58Co, respectively. At
deeper positions, however, the differences decreased to be within ± 4%. The result with
JENDL-3 always gave smaller and larger values for 27Al(n,a)24Na and 56Fe(n,p)56Mn by
2.5% and 3%, respectively, than ENDF/B-V.

The differences in reaction rates between measurements and calculations at the front positions
indicated that ENDF/B-V gave overestimations and underestimations for 58Ni(n,p)58Co and
58Ni(n,2n)57Ni by 10%-18% and 15%, respectively. While the JENDL-3 showed reasonable
agreements within 6% with experiments. These large disagreements in ENDF/B-V decreased
as the depth increased. Considering the neutron spectrum change with the depth in the system,
there seemed to be problems for the cross section data at 14 MeV region in ENDF/B-V. In this
regard, JENDL-3 seemed to be adequate. For the other reactions, the C/E values were within
the range from 0.95 to 1.05 at all reactions, the C/E values were within the range from 0.95 to
1.05 at all positions. This fact gave the good consistency of the reaction rate as long as D-T
neutron spectrum is concerned.

From the present integral test, it was clearly demonstrated that as long as the reactions tested
were concerned, the accuracy of the JENDL-3 had been improved very much in comparison
with ENDF/B-V.
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TESTING THE ENDF/B-VI BERYLLIUM DATA IN THE
U.S./JAERI FUSION BLANKET INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS

MAHMOUD Z. YOUSSEF
UCLA

The ENDF/B-V, LANL, and ENDF/B-VI evaluations for beryllium data (denoted
Be5, Be(LANL), and Be6, respectively) were processed, along with ENDF/B-V data of
other materials, into 80 group neutron structure of the MATSX6 library. The processed
library was used to calculate tritium production rate, neutron spectrum, and several foil
activation reaction rates along the central axis of a L12O test assembly (80 cm x 80 cm x 60
cm) in which a 5 cm-thick beryllium zone was sandwiched between a front 5 cm-thick IJ2O
zone and the rest of the U2O test assembly. The test assembly itself is located at one end of
a L12CO3 enclosure where the D-T neutron point source is located inside the inner cavity.
Examination of the Be data indicates that the total Be(n,2n) cross-section of B6 is lower
than that of B5 and Be(LANL) by ~ 10-15% at high incident energies and that this cross-
section is very similar in the case of B5 and Be(LANL) evaluation. However, the
secondary energy distribution (SED) from this reaction is noticeably different among the
three evaluations; the SED in Be6 evaluation does not extend down below ~ IKeV while
the Be(LANL) evaluation extends down below ~1 KeV, but the cross-section in this energy
range is negligible. On the other hand, in the Be5 evaluation, the SED extends down to
very low energies. The impact of these differences on tritium production for ^Li (T6) and
7Li(T7) is that the calculated-to-measured values (C/E) for T6 have improved with the Be6
by ~ 3-5% (C/E = 1.05) as compared to those obtained by the Be5 and Be(LANL)
evaluations in the bulk of the Li2O zone. The C/E values for the high threshold reactions
[e.g., 58Ni(n,2n)] have also improved by 3-4%. By comparing the calculated spectra to
the measured ones at various locations, it was noticed that the 14 MeV peak is better
predicted by the Be6 evaluation. However, further reduction in the 9Be(n,2n) cross-
section may be needed to achieve better agreement with the measured 14 MeV neutron
peak.
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE JENDL ACTIVATION FILE

Y. Nakajima
Department of Physics, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT

Evaluation on activation cross section data for the JENDL activation file was started two years ago.
Since there are already big activation libraries in Western Europe and in the United States, we are
aiming at more accurate evaluation of important reactions to applications to fission and fusion
reactors rather than aiming at as many reactions as in these big libraries. About 1000 reaction cross
sections have been evaluated for 37 most important elements up to 20 MeV. In this fiscal year, we
are going to evaluate about 1000 reactions of 22 elements designated as the second priority. The
JENDL activation file will be finalized by March 1991.
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(n,z) Reaction Studies at Los Alamos

by

R. C. Haight*
Los Alamos National Laboratory

P. O. Box 1663
Los AJamos, New Mexico 87544

SUMMARY

Neutron-induced reactions that produce charged particles, (n,z) reactions, are being
studied with the "white neutron source" of Target-4 at LAMPF for neutron energies
relevant to fusion energy applications, that is from threshold to about 30 MeV. The
current focus of this research is to deduce nuclear level densities from the data and thereby
provide information necessary for calculating unmeasured or unmeasurable cross sections.
In addition, these measurements provide direct nuclear data that are used to construct or
check evaluated nuclear data files such as ENDF/B. This progress report concentrates on
work since the last coordination meeting on nuclear data for fusion.

At Target-4, an experimental station has been constructed and instrumented for the
purpose of measuring charged-particle emission from neutron-induced reactions. This is at
90-degree neutron production angle to emphasize the neutron energy region below 30
MeV. The flight path is the shortest at Target-4, 9 meters, to reach the highest neutron
fluxes.

In 1989, measurements have begun on the 27Al(n,o) reaction. Data on a-particle
emission spectra and cross sections have been obtained at 45 and 90 degrees and are being
analyzed. The spectra will be compared with nuclear model calculations using different
level density prescriptions for the residual nucleus, ^Mg. The excitation functions will
similarly be compared with calculations with the goal of deducing level density information
in the residual nucleus of the competing channel, 27Al(n,n')27Al.

The neutron beam was further characterized this year through a polarization
measurement. Because there is a defined direction in the neutron production reaction,
polarization is possible and, if significant, would affect measurements of (n,z) reactions
made on one side of the neutron beam. We found that the polarization in fact is very small
and should not be a factor in our studies.

In another approach to nuclear level densities, we investigated Ericson fluctuations in
(n,p) and (n, o) reactions on ^ i by putting a silicon detector in the beam. A long, 90 m,
flight path was used for good energy resolution. High quality data were obtained and are
being analyzed.

•In collaboration with P. W. Lisowski, and J. A. Bounds (LANL), S. M. Grimes, R. S. Pcdroni, V. Mishra,
N. Boukharouba, and K. Doctor (Ohio U.) and H. Vonach (Vienna).
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DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIAL NEUTRON SCATTERING

AT THE ARGONNE FAST NEUTRON GENERATOR

by

P. T. Guenther

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY.
Argonne, Illinois 60439, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The results of double-differential neutron-scattering measure-
ments at the Argonne Fast-Neutron Generator are presented. These
data span an incident-neutron energy range of 5-8 HeV, an angular
range of 25-158 degrees and a mass range of A=45-209. The essen-
tially mono-isotopic elements included in this study are: Sc, V,
Co, Y, Nb, Rh, In, Ho, Ta, Au and Bi.

A conceptually simple experimental method is exploited to deduce
nuclear temperatures from the double-differential neutron-
emission spectra arising from fast-neutron scattering. The method
derives from the observation that certain neutron fields are well
represented by Maxwellian temperature distributions, namely:
The energy distribution of neutrons emitted after the spontaneous
fission of sszcf is often expressed by N(En)~En

1''2e-En/Tf, while
N(En)-Ene-

En/T is descriptive of neutrons emitted from the com-
pound nucleus into the continuum. It follows that if these two
neutron fields are measured, the nuclear temperature, T, can be
inferred from the linear relationship ln(R(En)/En

1/2)=l/T-l/Tf,
where R(En) is the ratio of the experimental spectra.

The analysis just,described is most suitable for nuclei with
fairly high level densities and results for the elements Y
through Au are presented. The temperatures indicate some variance
from those given by Gilbert and Cameron. In particular, Rh and
Au seem to have very similar level densities. This probably
reflects the proximity of Au to the region of double shell- clo-
sure at A,=208. The presence of the precompound component in the
emission spectrum is discussed, as well as its influence on the
level-density analysis. The angular distributions for excitations
above 3-4 MeV are essentially isotropic, evincing the preponder-
ance of the compound-nuclear process at these incident-neutron
energies. However, at lower excitation energies forward peaking
gives evidence for precompound as well as direct-reaction com-
ponents in the spectrum.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Research
Program, under Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-38.
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neutron Cross Section Measurements Between 8 and 14 MeV

W. Mannhart

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, FRG

A review on recent activities with the PTB time-of-flight
spectrometer system is given. This system in connection with a
compact cyclotron CV28 and a deuterium gas target is used for
scattering as well as activation cross section measurements in the
neutron energy range between 8 and 14 MeV. After a short
discussion of the experimental facility, a selection of recent
experiments is presented. Special emphasis is given on the
investigation of the breakup neutron spectra as a function of
neutron energy and angle. The impact of these breakup neutrons on
activation and scattering experiments is discussed. A summary of
projects which are in progress with the inclusion of integral
experiments in a Be + d neutron field is given.
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COMPILATION OF MEASURED AND EVALUATED
NEUTRON ACTIVATION CROSS SECTIONS

FOR NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

Zhao Wenrong, Lu Hanlin, Yu Weixiang,
Yuan Xialin and Li Jinwen
Institute of Atomic Energy

Beijing, P.R. China

Abstract

The cross sections of 58 reactions of interest for nuclear technology applications have been
measured by activation method in our laboratory. Compilation and evaluation for available neutron
activation cross sections have been made for these reactions, as well as for Be(n,2n), V(n,2n),
Nb(n,2n), 235u(n,f) reactions and the ratio of 235u(n,f)/236U(n,f).

A brief description of experimental procedures regarding measurements of these activation cross
sections was given. Evaluation procedure was also described. For evaluating purposes, the
collected data were modified as needed to account for recent revisions in nuclear constants and
standard cross sections.

For each reaction, the measured and evaluated data are listed for comparison. Furthermore, they
are graphically depicted together with original compiled data. References are given for each
evaluated element.
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Ambiguities in the Elastic Scattering of

8 MeV Neutrons from Adjacent Nuclei*

by

A. B. Smith, R. D. Lawson, and P. T. Guenther

Engineering Physics Division
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

9700 South COM Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

Ratios of the cross sections for the elastic scattering of 8 MeV neutrons from
adjacent nuclei are measured over the angular range « 20o — 160o for the target pairs
5iV/Crs 59Co/58Ni, Cu/Zn, egy/flSNb, ssy/Zr, »3Nb/Zr, "^In/Cd, and 2°»Bi/Pb. The
observed ratios vary from unity by as much as a factor of as 2 at some angles for the lighter
target pairs. The experimental results are discussed in the context of the optical model,
including consideration of: the Lane potential, collective effects, spin—orbit interactions,
spin—spin interactions, shell closures, the dispersion relation, and nuclear structure as
reflected in the imaginary—absorptive term of the potential. In some of the cases, the
observed ratios are well explained by one of the these concepts. In other instances, they
appear to be the result of a complex mixture of a number of these mechanisms, or of a
different origin. In the latter cases, the concept of a conventional "global" or even
"regional" optical potential provides no more than a qualitative representation of the
physical reality.

* This work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
W-31-109-Eng-38.
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Neutron and Gamma-ray Emission
Cross Section Measurement Program at ORELA*

R. R. Spencer. J. K. Dickens. D. C. Larson. N. W. Hill,
B. D. Rooney and J. H. Todd

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 *

ABSTRACT

Neutron and gamma-ray emission cross sections are required for calculations of neutron
multiplication, tritium breeding, heating, shielding, and radiation damage. Measurements
previously done at ORELA utilized a ring geometry and obtained data at one angle for
incident neutron energies from 1-20 MeV. A new system has been developed to continue
this measurement program, utilizing a .*ew spectrometer designed to hold up to five NE-213
detectors in a conventional geometry. Data acquisition is done with a new IBM PS-2 based
system designed as a replacement for the outdated ORELA data acquisition computers.
The new system will be described, and preliminary results from a measurement of the
neutron emission from iron will be shown.

Tha submitted msnutcnpi has bun
authorad by • contractor of tha US
Govammsnt infer contract No. 06-
AC0S-B4OR21400. Accordingly ttw US
Govarnmani ratamt • nonsxduuvt
royxlty-frw scans* to pubksh or raproduca
the pubssnsd form ot ttM contribution, or
asow othari to do so. for U.S. Govammsm
purpose*'

* Research sponsored by the Office of Energy Research, Nuclear Physics, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Sys-
tems, Inc.
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Few-Nucleon Measurements at TUNL

R. L. Walter, Department of Physics, Duke University

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory

Developments of the meson-field theoretical approach to the nucleon-nucleon (NN)

interaction are providing more accurate predictions of the effective nucleon-nucleon force

and three-body bound-state observables. For example, the Bonn potential gives a good

overall description of nucleon-nucleon scattering below a few hundred MeV, and predicts

the correct binding energy for 3H, a feature no other NN force has given. In order to

provide additional information for testing this model and earlier NN models, the neutron

group at TUNL has been pursuing high accuracy n-p measurements and developing

techniques for studying observables in 3- and 4-nucleon systems that will lead to other tests

of the NN interaction. The latter tests have become available only recently, as they require

calculations that can only be conducted on supercomputers. These computations now

involve rigorous mathematical formulations of 3-body reactions, including the 2H(n,np)n

breakup channel. Because the long-range Coulomb interaction cannot be included exactly

yet, the neutron induced 3-body measurements play a special role in testing this new

generation of calculations.
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN NUCLEAR DATA
EVALUATION BASED ON EXPERIMENTS AND A STATISTICAL METHOD

Y. Kanda and Y. Uenohara
Department of Energy Conversion Engineering

Kyushu University
Kasuga, Fukuoka 816, Japan

Abstract

Parameterizing method of measured nuclear data and nuclear-reaction-model-calculated values has
been developed in our laboratory by adopting B-spline functions. It has been successfully applied
in simultaneous evaluation of fission cross sections for major heavy nuclides, nuclear parameter
estimation in Hauser-Feshbach model formulae to reproduce neutron-induced cross sections of
medium nuclides, simultaneous evaluation of some activation cross sections using both differential
and integral experiments and adjustment of evaluated fission cross sections by relative integral
measurements. They are briefly reviewed and the issues raised in the studies are discussed. Role
of parameterizing is emphasized. It is pointed out that these evaluations represent a possibility of
comprehensive simultaneous evaluation with all available experiments. These evaluations
mentioned above are an elemental part of it.
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FERMI SURFACE ANOMALIES IN
NUCLEAR OPTICAL MODELS

R.W. Finlay
Ohio University

Recent developments in the application of dispersion relations to
the optical model of nucleon—nucleus scattering are discussed in a
personal—historical context. The long standing dichotomy between typical
values of proton—nucleus and neutron—nucleus optical model geometries is
introduced and reinterpreted in terms of a high energy-low energy
dichotomy where the boundary between high and low energy is « 10—15
MeV. The crucial role of high precision neutron scattering measurements
is emphasized in this regard.

Preceding and parallel developments in nuclear mean field theory,
principally by Mahaux and collaborators, is described with emphasis on
1) the smooth connection that should exist between the optical model
potential and the shell model potential and 2) the role of the previously
ignored dispersion correction to the real central field. Two current
prescriptions exist for the evaluation of the dispersion correction. The
dispersive optical model analysis (DOMA) of Johnson, Horen and Mahaux
anH the iterative moment approach (IMA) of Mahaux and Sartor are
discussed with reference to the p+208Pb and n+208Pb systems. The
successes of these models in describing bound states as well as scattering
properties is illustrated. Finally, some prospects and problems in the
extension of these methods to higher energy and to other nuclei are briefly
discussed.
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Calculations of Isotope Production with
A Simplified-Input Nuclear Cross Section Calculation System

Nobuhiro Yamamuro
Data Engineering, Inc.

Midori-ku, Yokohama 226 Japan

Abstract

Results of calculation for the long-lived radioisotopes production are
described to prove the availability of A Simplified-Input Nuclear Cross
Section Calculation System. The accuracy of the calculation is expected to be
good, because the parameters used in the calculation are cross-checked with
the experimental data and the systematic trends of the calculated cross
sections are shown.
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Questions Concerning the d+d Reactions in Fusion Applications

G. M. Hale
Appplied Nuclear Science Group (T-2)

Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

We discuss questions that have emerged recently concerning the d+d reactions in three
areas of fusion research: polarized fusion, muon-catalyzed fusion, and "cold" fusion. The
questions are addressed using the results of a comprehensive, Coulomb-corrected, charge-
independent R-matrix study of the reactions in the A=4 system that has been on-going for
several years, and gives a good description of recent low-energy measurements for both
branches of the d+d reaction.

The questions are: (1) the degree of suppression of the d+d reactions when the deuteron*
are polarized spin-parallel, which translates into a question about the relative importance oi
the 5S2 transitions at low energies in the reactions; (2) how to explain the anomolously
high branching ratio of the P-wave cross sections observed in muon-catalyzed fusion
experiments in terms of a charge-symmetric theory; and (3) the branching ratio of the cross
sections at very low energies when summed over all partial waves, and the absolute fusion
rates in a screened Coulomb potential.

The analysis results in parallel-polarized d+d cross sections that are not suppressed with
respect to the unpolarized cross sections, since significant 5S2 transitions are required at
low energies in order to explain the second-rank analyzing tensor measurements. The
surprisingly large branching ratio (with the neutron branch ~ 40% higher) in the P-wave
cross sections is accounted for in the charge-independent calculation by ihe small effects of
internal Coulomb isospin mixing being greatly amplified in the external Coulomb field by
the proximity of broad levels having opposite isospin in the P-wave states. The branching
ratio of the cross sections when summed over all partial waves is quite different, however,
with the proton branch only about 4% higher than the neutron branch at very low energies.
When the screened-Coulomb environment of deuterons in a metal lattice is approximated
with potentials of the Hulthen form, the screening radius required to obtain a fusion rate of
10-24 s-i j s m u c h smaller than expected, and corresponds to an unreasonably high electron
density in the lattice. A more likely way to obtain such a rate is from non-equilibrium
processes leading to relative d-d energies greater than 100 eV.
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Presented at the S •<(:* Coordination Meeting for trie
to Meet Nuclear Data Needs for Fusion Energy

Athens, Ohio. September 1969.

UK Nuclear Data Libraries and
the code FISPACT

R.A. Forrest - Harwell Laboratory

Abstract

Work on fusion activation in the UK is being carried
out in the areas of nuclear data libraries, development
of inventory codes and measurements of cross sections.
This talk describes the libraries UKACT1, UKDECAY3 and
UKDOSE2 which are used by the inventory code FISPACT for
activation calculations. The addition of pseudo cross
sections to represent secondary charged particle
reactions is discussed. In addition to inventories
FISPACT can also calculate the pathways by which products
are formed by irradiation of parent nuclides and the
percentage contribution of each pathway.

Improvements to the libraries are in hand and these
include the results of measurements on the formation of
high spin isomeric states in Hf. Preliminary results from
these measurements are discussed.

The results of a series of calculations of important
elements in the 1st wall of the DEMO reactor is
described. Although a particular irradiation history is
used it is possible to use the present results with
scaling factors to estimate other irradiation histories.
These scaling factors are discussed.
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ENDF/B-VI NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATIONS FOR FUSION APPLICATIONS*

C. L. Dunford (BNL), D. C. Larson (ORNL), P. G. Young (LANL)

The Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) is an organization
composed of representatives from United States national laboratories,
universities, and private research companies who are interested in
the production of evaluated nuclear data for use in nuclear physics
applications. During the past 22 years, this organization has been
responsible for the development of five versions of the Evaluated
Nuclear Data Library (ENDF/B). The sixth version, ENDF/B-VI, is
presently being prepared for release. This paper notes several areas
of fusion energy research which require evaluated nuclear data, and
describes features of version VI designed to meet those needs.

The first version of ENDF/B emphasized data required for thermal
reactor design. Subsequent versions stressed improvement in data
required by the US fast reactor development program. By placing the
emphasis on basic microscopic nuclear data rather than adjustment to
integral or bulk media experiments, CSEWG has been able to produce a
single, application-independent data base. However, certain energy
regions, reactions and materials have been emphasized in the previous
versions of ENDF/B, according to the priorities at that time.
Beginning with ENDF/B-V, the special needs of fusion applications
have played a more prominent role in determining these priorities.

ENDF/B-VI is the first version of the ENDF/B data library where
fusion data requirements have provided the major impetus for format
enhancements and for evaluation improvements for the non-fissile,
non-fertile nuclides. The new data evaluations will provide improved
calculations of radiation damage, neutron transport, shielding,
activation, dosimetry, tritium breeding, heating, and energy
balance. More uncertainty information will be available to provide
better parameter uncertainty calculations. To help meet these needs,
the ENDF/B-VI data library will include, for the first time, energy-
angle correlated particle emission spectra, recoil nucleus energy
spectra, and more isotopic evaluations. The library also will ensure
energy conservation between emitted particles and gamma-rays for the
important fusion materials. Also for the first time neutron standard
cross sections have been evaluated simultaneously to provide self-
consistent cross sections with meaningful uncertainties and
correlations among these cross sections.

In the ten years since the last version of ENDF/B was released,
marked improvements in evaluation methodology has occurred. The
development c•'. sophisticated and reliable nuclear model codes have
permitted, for example, the production of detailed energy-angle
correlated spectra from limited experimental data. Model parameters
are adjusted within limits set by physics to simultaneously reproduce

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy.
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measured cross sections for reactions for which there is available
experimental data. Once this task is completed, the codes are then
used to provide cross sections for reactions and energy ranges where
no experimental data exist. Bayesian techniques (1), when combined
with R-matrix theory, have led to significantly improved resonance
region parameters for structural materials, (2) have been used for
simultaneous evaluation of dosimetry and activation cross sections
connected by ratio measurements, and (3) have been used to optimize
the evaluation of important neutron reactions such as Li(n,nt)a in
spite of significant discrepancies in experimental measurements.
Despite decreased funding, significant improvements to the
experimental neutron reaction data base have also been made which, in
addition to their intrinsic value, have helped to validate the
nuclear model codes and provide improved input for Bayesian analysis
programs.

The following table lists materials important for fusion applications
along with the laboratory responsible for the evaluation that will be
included in the first issue of ENDF/B-VI.

Li-7
Be-9
B-11
Cr-isotopes
Mn-55
Fe-isotopes

LANL
LLNL
LANL
ORNL
ORNL
ORNL

Ni-isotopes
Cu-isotopes
Nb-93
W-isotopes
Bi
Pb

ORNL
ORNL
ANL
LANL
ANL
ORNL

Significant features and improvements in the evaluations for these
materials will be highlighted in the full paper, and comparisons with
the experimental data will be presented.
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Abstract Submitted
for the Sixth Coordination Meeting of

Office of Nuclear Physics Program
to meet High-Priority Nuclear Data Needs

of the Office of Fusion Energy
19-21 September 1989

Ohio University
Athens, Ohio

New Evaluations and Theory Calculations for Light Charged-Particle Reactions,
R. M. WHITE and D. A. RESLER, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory —The
Nuclear Data Group has initiated a program to strengthen the Livermore evaluated
cross section libraries by using advanced nuclear modeling techniques. One major
effort is directed at improving the Livermore evaluated charged-particle library, ECPL.
ECPL is the only comprehensive charged-particle library in the world and contains
evaluated data for most thermonuclear reactions important to fusion energy applica-
tions. New evaluations for ECPL have recently been completed which include angular
distributions of the secondary particles over the energy range from reaction threshold
to 20 MeV. We are also developing a thermonuclear applications file which will be
derived from ECPL. In parallel with this work, theory calculations based on the shell
model/R~matrix technique are underway for several of the important thermonuclear
reactions. Our first calculations are being used to test this technique by comparing
results with experimental data. The intent is to use the shell model/R-matrix technique
to calculate cross sections for reactions of interest where we have little or no experi-
mental data.
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PAIRING CORRECTIONS AND SPIN CUTOFF FACTORS IN
EXCITON LEVEL DENSITIES FOR TWO KINDS OF FERMIONS*

C. Y. Fu
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN 37831

A B S T R A C T

Pairing corrections in particle-hole (exciton) state-density formulas used in precom-
pound nuclear reaction theories are, strictly speaking, dependent on the nuclear excitation
energy U and the exciton number n. A general formula for (I/, n)-dependent pairing correc-
tions has been derived in an earlier paper for the exciton state-density formula for one kind
of Fermion. In the present paper, a similar derivation is made for two kinds of Fermions.
In this formulation, it is assumed that neutrons and protons occupy different sets of single
particle states. It is shown that the constant-pairing-energy correction used in standard
state-density formulas, such as Uo in Gilbert and Cameron, is a limiting case of the present
general (U, n)-dependent results. Spin cutoff factors with pairing effects are obtained in
the same derivations, thereby defining the exciton level-density formula for two kinds of
Fermions. Numerical examples are shown to explain the differences in these quantities
between the one-Fermion and two-Fermion formulations.

T h * aubmnad manuacnpt ra» baan
authored by • contractor a) tfw U.S.
Govammant wear contract No. K -
ACO6-MOK214O0 Accordhgty. th* US
Govammam rataina a nonawaawa.
royalty-frat bears* to pubiah or Tr"****^
tha pubtahad (arm of Vm comiUimi. or
aiow ottan to do ao. tar U.S. Gcwanw—ii

* Research sponsored by the Office of Energy Research, Nuclear Physics, U.S. De-
partment of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR2140Q with Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc.
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APPENDIX E
CINDA LISTING OF LABORATORY ACHIEVEMENTS

COMPILED BY
Norman Holden and Victoria McLane

National Nuclear Data Center
Brookhaven National Laboatory
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

Elaaant Quantity Bn.riy (aV)
K i n Mix

Typa Documentation
Rat Paia Data

Las Coaaanti

'H a.,(e)

lH *..,

• H <>,.,

*H a D l n

JHa Evaluation

'H. »..,

* " »,.i

*L1 «T,.t

'Be a,,(0)

TBe *.„.,»,

•Be <;,.,

•Be <r.,(«)

*B. »«„....

*B. *„...

fBa ffB,in

"B *„(«)

"• »«M.I

'°B »..l,

'*B «Vp

"B *„..

« B a...

l0B <rm.

»«B a.,lY

" C Evaluation

"C <r.,(»)

" C »..xT

"c »...

*»C ».,(•)

"c •«„.,.,
I 4N Evaluation

" N «..xT

NDG

7.6 + 6

8 .9 + 6

1 .2 + 7

NDG

1 0 + 0

9.0+6

NDG

3.0-1

1 .0+9

NDG

NDG

NDG

3.0+6

3.0+6

1 .0+9

2.9-2

2.9-2

NDC

2.9-2

1.0+9

NDC

1 .8+7

7.0+9

NDG

4.3+6

4.5+6

NDG

1.4+7

4.0-2

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

8.

1 .

1 .

2.

1.

2.

4.

1.

1 .

1 .

.9+7

.0+3

.7+7

.0+7

.0+7

.4+4

.0+7

0+6

2+7

2+7

9+7

0+3

5+7

0+8

1+7

147

0+2

Theo

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Thao

Expt

Expt

Th«o

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Theo

Thao

Expt

Thto

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Tbeo

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bval

Bxpt

Bxpt

Ixpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Tbao

Thao

Bxpt

12

23

23

23

12

17

23

12

1

1

11

19

21

21

1

21

2

21

19

11

11

12

17

IS

19

23

12

11

21

21

12

10

11

SepBS

Sap89

Sep89

Sap8S

SepSS

Sep6S

SapBS

SepSS

SepSS

Sep6S

SepSS

SepBS

SepBS

SepSS

Sap89

SepSS

SapSS

SapBS

SapBS

SapSS

SepBS

SapBS

SapBS

SapBS

SapBS

SapSS

SapBS

Sep8S

Sap88

SepBS

SapBS

SapBS

SapBS

LAS L l a o w a k l + NDG.R-MATR A N A L . I N D P / B - 6 .

TNL Waltar . NDG.

TNL Wal ter . NDG.

TNL Wal tar . NDG.

LAS L l e o w a k l * NDC. TBD. E K D F / B - 6

NBS Wataon . NDG.

TNL Wal tar . NDG.

LAS L l a o w e k l + NDG.R-MATR A K A L . B N D r / B - 6 .

ANL G u e n t h e r . NDG. COMPLETED.

ANL G u e n t h e r . NDG. COMPLETED.

LAS Ltaowekl-t- NDG.

ORL L a r t o n . NDG.

OHO G r l m e a . NDG. TBC.

OHO G r i m e a . NDQ. TBC.

ANL G u e n t h e r . NDG. BE(DIN)SPBCT.HE PROD.

OHO C r i m e a . NDC. SHBLL MDC CALC.

OHO C r i m e a . NDC. TBP.

OHO C r i m e a . NDC. TBP.

OBL L a r a o n . NDC.

LAS Liaowaki-t- NDG.

LAS L t a o w a k i + NDO.

LAB L i a o w e k i + NDC.R-MATR A N A L . I N D P / B - 6 .

NBS Waaaon. NDC. BBL 2 3 9 U (N,P).

OBL Laraon . NDC.

OBL Laraon . NDC. B N D P / B - V 1 .

TNL Wal ter . NDG. KBRMA PACTORS.

LAS L l a o w a k l + NDG. TBD.

LAS L l a o w a k i + NDC.

OHO C r i m e a . NDC. CPD CALC. TBC.

OHO C r i m e a . NDC. CPD CALC. TBC.

LAS Liaowekt+ NDC. TBD. INDP/B-6 .

LBL Wblta. NDC. TBC.

LAS Liaowaki-t- NDO.
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

ElaatDt Quantity Bnar.y (aV)
Min Max

Typa Docuaantation
Raf Paia Data

Lab Coaatots

" 0

" 0

••o

" 0

" 0

" N «

" N .

"Na

" N .

we
" M ,

" A l

" A l

" A l

" A l

" A l

" A l

•'Al

" A l

31

Si

Si

" S i

" S i

*»SI

"SI

» 8

"s

»C1

" A r

»Ar

Ca

Evaluation

"...

"».x,

°n.Xy

" . . .

Evaluation

" « . P

" . . .

" . . X ,

" . . .

" . . ,

" . . .

Evaluation

". . .

" . . . T

" . . .

" . . .

" . . ( • )

" * . , . , . .

" . . X T

Evaluation

"«ir.i.i

Evaluation

Evaluation

"..,

".. .

" . . p

" . . P

" . . .

"..x7

" .(•)

NDG

1 .0+5

7.0+3

NDC

NDC

2 .9 -2

2 . 5 - 2

7 .0+5

7 . 0 + 5

NDG

NDG

NDG

NDG

NDG

2 . 0 + 6

7 . 0 + 5

NDG

NDG

7.0+3

NDC

8.0 + 8

NDC

NDC

NDC

NDC

2 . 5 - 2

NDC

NDC

7.0+9

7

4

3

1

1

4

4

1 .

4 .

1 .

1 .

4 .

1 .

1 .

4 .

1 .

.0+7

.0+8

.0+7

.0+9

.0+9

.0+8

.0+8

0 + 7

0+8

0 + 7

0 + 7

0 + 8

3 + 7

0+5

0 + 8

0+7

Thao

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Theo

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Th»o

Expt

Thao

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Thao

Bxpt

Thao

Thao

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

12 Sap89 LAS Lliowaki+ NDC. TBD. BNDP/B-O.

19 SapBO OSL Laraon. NDC.

12 Sap80 LAS Lliowtkl+ NDG. TBD.

20 Sap8» OBL Larton. TBD.

12 S»p8© LAS Lliowakl+ HOC. TBD.

10 S«p89 LRL Whlta. NDC. PREEQUIL1BRIUU HF CODE.

11 Sap8» LAS Li«owakl+ NDG.

11 SapSe LAS Liaowakl+ NDO.

12 Sep88 LAS LUow.kl+ NDO. TBD.

12 Sap8» LAS Ll»owakl+ NDC. TBD.

1 Sap80 ANL Cuanthar. NDC. DIPP. SIC.

12 S*pB» LAS Lliowaki+ NDG. TBD.

12 S«p39 LAS Ll»owakl+ NDG. TBD.

12 Sap8» LAS Liiow»kl+ NDO. TBD. ENDP/B-fl.

24 SapBB TNL Waltar. NDG. SPIN-SPIN SIGMA.

10 S«p88 LRL Whita. NDC. DIPP. BMISS. 9PBCT.

1?. Sap89 LAS Liaowakl+ NDC. TBD.

1 SapBS ANL Guanthar. NDC. DIPP. SIC.

11 SapBO LAS Llaowakl+ NDC.

1 SapB9 ANL Guanthar. NDO. TBC.

1 Sap89 ANL Guanthar. NDO. TBC.

12 SapBO LAS Llaowaki-f NDC. TBD.

20 S»p89 ORL Laraon. NDC. TBD.

24 SapSfl TNL Waltar. NDC.

20 SapB9 OBL Larton. NDC. TBD.

20 3ap89 OBL Laraon. NDC. TBD.

12 SapB9 LAS Llaowakl+ NDC. TBD.

12 Sap89 LAS Llaowak!+ NDC. TBD.

11 SapBO LAS Liaowakl+ NDC.

12 SapSB LAS Llao«aki+ NDG. TBD.

12 Sapaa LAS Llaowakl+ NDG. TBD.

12 SapBO LAS Ll»owakl+ NDC. TBD.

1 SapB9 ANL Ouanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.
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NEUTRON DATA REFBRENCES

Eiaaant Quantity Enarfy (aV)
Uin Max

Typ» DocuB«nt*tIon
Raf P u t Data

Lab Cosaanta

Ca ?„(«)

c« »«„.,.,
c *«„.,„,

C »..x,

«*C *<„.,.,

4'Ca »...

"c. »B.,

°c. <v.
*»SC (*.,(•)

«»Sc <r.,(«)

4 iSc <r« l f l D,

"Sc *,„.,.,

4t8c a,,,.,,

Tl ff.,(#)

Tl <?«ir isi

Ti *..x,

*'V Evaluation

*'V Evaluation

•«V a.,(»)

"V *.,(*)

"V •«,.,.,

•'V «,,.„

Cr ff.,(#)

Cr ?.,(»)

Cr <7,,(«)

C r ^dif.iBii

Ci* ff *

Cr a..lT

Cr a.,..,.

••Cr Evaluation

7.0+5

NDG

NDG

NDO

NDG

NDG

NDG

NDG

8.0+6

1 .0 + 5

8.0+6

2.0+6

7.0+5

1.0+6

NDG

1

1

1

4

8

1

1

1

1

9

1.

1.

1 .

1.

4.

8.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.

4.

2.

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+8

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

0+6

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+6

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+8

0+7

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Thao

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Thao

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Thao

Expt

Expt

Eval

1

1

1

12

24

IZ

12

12

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

20

1

10

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

12

eo

10

Sap80

SapBO

Sap80

Sap80

Sap80

Sap80

SapBO

Sap80

Sap80

Sap80

Sap80

SapBO

SapBO

SapBB

Sap80

Sap80

SapBB

SapBB

Sap80

S«p80

SapBB

SapBS

SapBS

SapBB

SapBS

SapBB

SapBB

SapBS

SapBO

SapBS

SapBS

SapBS

SapBS

ANL Guanthar. NDG. T8C.

ANL Cuanthar, NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. TBC.

LAS Lltowakl+ NOG. TBD.

TNL Waltar. NDG. OM ANALYSIS.

LAS LUowakl+ NOG. TBD.

LAS Ll«owakl+ NDG. TBD.

LAS Liao«aki+ NDG. TBD.

LAS Liaowaki* NDO. TBD.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDO. DOUB. DIPF. SPECTRA.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC.

ANL Cuanthar. NDC. TBC.

ORL Ltraon. TBD.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. BNDP/B-VI EVAL.

LSL Whlta. NDG. BNDP/B-VI. WITH ANL.

ANL Ouanthar. NOG. COUH.VTED.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. RATIO TO CR.

ANL Cuanthar. NOG. COMPLETED.

OIL Laraon. NDC. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDC. DOUB. DIFP. SPECTRA.

AM. Guanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. RATIO TO 91V.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDO. IN PR0CRB8S.

ANL Guanthar. NOG. TBC.

LBL Whlta. NOG. DIPP. BlflSS. SPICT.

LAS Llaowakl+ NOG. TBD.

ORL Lar«on. TBD.

ORL Ltrton. NDC. INDP/B-VI.
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NEUTRON DATA REFBRENCES

Elaaant Quantity Enariy (aV)
Win Max

Typa Docuaantat ton
Raf Paia Data

Lab Coaaaots

»*Cr

•*Cr

"Cr

•«Cr

»*Mn

»»Mn

f«

r«
Fa

r«
r«

r«

p*

• » p .

• * p .

••Fa

•«p»

• • p .

**p.

•«p.

• • p .

• « p #

" F a

• • p .

MFa

»«p#

M Fa

•*Fa

••p .

• • C O

••Co

••Co

Evaluation

Evaluation

°*n.iiT

Evaluation

»».P

«Vx,

».•<•)

»..(•)

9«ir.iDi

"•If.lBl

°u.Xy

7>,mn

Evaluation

o-,.,

ff..x7

"M.P

" . . .

•valuation

" . . .

Evaluation

•valuation

Evaluation

Evaluation

KDG

NOC

1 .0+5

NDG

• 0-2

7 .0 + 5

2 .0 + 6

7 .0 + 5

1 .0+0

KDC

I .0+4

1.0+4

1 .0+4

7.0+S

a.o+e

K0C

8.0+8

HOC

1.0+9

KDC

8.0+8

8.0+8

HDC

KDC

NDC

NDG

ft.0+1

I .0+7

1 0+3

4.0+8

1 .0+7

1.0+7

1 .0+7

1.0+7

2.0+7

4.0+8

2.0+7

I .0+7

4.0+e

8.0+7

1.0+7

8.0+7

4.0+8

2.0+7

2.0+7

•val

Eval

Sxpt

Eval

•xpt

Expt

Expt

Ezpt

Expt

Expt

Th«o

Expt

Expt

Eval

Expt

Th»o

Thao

•xpt

Thao

Bxpt

•zpt .

•xpt

Expt

Ival

Ezpt

Expt

•xpt

•xpt

•val

Eval

Expt

Thao

Bxpt

10

IB

10

1 0

11

12

1

1

1

1

1 0

12

2 0

10

1

24

24

1

2 4

12

2 1

1

21

19

10

eo

21

21

10

10

1

10

10

Sap8»

SapSO

SapSO

sapee

Sap80

S»p8«

sapee

sapse

SapSO

S«p80

sapee

Sap88

S«p80

SapBO

SapBO

S*p80

Sap88

Sap88

SapBO

3«p80

8ap80

8*p89

SapBO

SapBB

S*p80

SapBO

8*p80

Sap80

SapSO

8ap80

SapSO

SapSO

8ap80

ORL Larson NDC. B N D P / B - V t .

OBL Laraon. NDC. E N D F / B - V I .

OBL Laraon. KDC.

OBL L a r s o n . NDC. E N D F / B - V I .

LAS L l a o w a k l + NDC.

LAS Liaowaki-t- NDC. TBD.

AKL G u a n t h a r . NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL O u a n t b a r . NDO. TBC.

AKL O u a n t b a r . NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL C u a n t b a r . NDG. TBC.

LRL Whlta . NDC. DIPP. EMISS. SPECT.

LAS L i » o w a k l + NDG. TBD.

ORL Laraon. TBC.

ORL Laraon . NDG. E N D P / B - V I .

ANL G u a n t h a r . NDG. COMPLETED.

TNL Waltar . NDC. OM ANALYSIS. TBC.

TNL Wal ter . NDG. CC ANALYSIS.

ANL C u a n t h a r . NDC. COMPLETED.

TNL Waltar . NDC. CC ANALYSIS.

LAS Llaowekt-t- NDG. TBD.

OHO G r l m a a . NDG.SPBCTRA CPD HP CALC.TBC.

ANL C u a n t b a r . NOC. DIPF. SIC. TBC.

OHO Cri tnaa . NDC.8PECTRA CFD HF CALC.TBC.

ORL Laraon . NDC. B N D F / B - V I .

OBL Laraon. NDC.

OBL Laraon . TBC.

OHO G r l m a a . NDC.SPECTRA CFD HF CALC.TBC.

OHO C r l m a a . NDC.SPECTRA CFD HF CALC.TBC.

ORL Laraon . NDG. E N D F / B - V l .

OBL Laraon . NDC. B N D F / B - V I .

ANL G u a n t b a r . NDG. B N D F / B - V I EVAL.

LRL Wbtta . NDG. E N D F / B - V I . WITH ANL.

ORL Laraon. NDO.
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

Elaaant Quantity Enarty (aV)
Mln Max

Typa D o c u a a a t a t i o n
Raf Paia Data

Lab Coamantt

••Co

••Co

" C o

••Co

••Co

••Co

"Co

"Co

Nl

Nl

Nl

"m
" N l

"Nt

" N l

" N l

"Ni

" N ,

" N l

" M l

" N i

" N i

" N l

" N i

*»NI

••Nl

• •NI

•«N1

Cu

•»Cu

•»Cu

•*Cu

•»Cu

".»(•)

"tll.lml

* . . x ,

• a . I ,

" . . . . I .

« . . .

" . . .

» . . . - ,

Evaluation

Evaluation

»..(•)

• M i

^<lf .lal

04lf. lal

Evaluation

Evaluation

Evaluation

Evaluation

Evaluation

*Vxr

a

8 . 0 + 0

7.0+5

1 .0+5

NDG

NDG

2.0+0

7.0+5

1 .0+6

NDG

NDG

8.0+0

1 .0+4

1 .0+4

0.4+0

0.4+0

NDG

0.4+0

0.4+6

NDC

NDC

NDG

8.0+0

NDG

NDG

NDG

0.0+0

1

1

4

4

8

2

4

2

1 .

1 .

8 .

1 .

1 .

8 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

I .

1 .

.0+7

.0+7

.0+8

.0+7

.0+0

.0+7

.0+8

.0+7

0 + 7

0 + 7

0+7

0 + 7

0 + 7

0 + 7

1 + 7

1 + 7

1 + 7

1+7

1 + 7

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Theo

Expt

Expt

Expt

Eval

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Th.o

Bxpt

Expt

Thao

Bxpt

Bxpt

Eval

Bxpt

Izpt

Bval

Eval

Eval

Expt

Eval

Expt

Expt

Expt

1

1

1

12

10

1

1

1

10

1 2

2 0

1

10

1

1

1

24

1

1

2 4

2 1

2 1

1 0

2 1

21

10

10

10

1

10

20

20

2 1

SapSO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapSO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

Sap80

S»p88

Sap80

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

SapBO

ANL Guanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. RATIO TO 58NI

/.ML Guanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

LAS Liaowaki* NDG. TBD.

ORL Larson. NDC. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. DOUB. DirP. SPECTRA.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. DIPF. SIG.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG.

LRL White. NDG. DIPP. BM18S. SPECT.

LAS Li»owaki+ NDC. TBD.

ORL Larton. TBD.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. ENDP/B-VI TBC.

ORL Larton. NDG. ENDP/B-VI.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. IN PR0GRB99.

ANL Guanthar. NDO. RATIO TO 99CO.

ANL Guanthar. NDC. TBC.

TNL Waltar. NDG. CC ANALTSIS.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. TBC.

TNL Waltar. NDC. CC ANALTSIS.

080 Orimaa. NDO. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

OHO Crimaa. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

ORL Laraon. NDG. BNDP/B-VI.

OHO Crimaa. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

OHO Grlmaa. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

OBL Laraon. NDG. BNDP/B-VI.

OBL Larson. NDC. BNDP/B-VI.

OBL Larson. NDC. BNDP/B-VI.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. RATIO TO ZN.

ORL Larton. NDC. BNDP/B-VI.

ORL Larton. TBD.

ORL Larton. TBD.

080 Orlmat. NDO. SPECTRA CPD CALC.
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

ElaatQt Quantity Bnariy
Win Max

Typa Docusaatation
Raf Pata Data

Lab Coaatntt

•»Cu

"Cu

•»Cu

•»Cu

•»Cu

•»Cu

Zn

Zn

••Zn

Ca

Ca

Ga

Ga

••Y

•aY

•»Y

"Y

..Y

"Y

••Y

••Y

Zr

Zr

Zr

Zr

Zr

Zr

Zr

•*Nb

•sNb

MNb

•*Nb

•»Nb

Evaluation

»..7

»..x,

<v—I.

9<lf.lDl

»..*7

Evaluation

Evaluation

•....1.

•valuation

•„<•)

•valuation

Evaluation

e.o+e

NDC

NDG

NDC

e.o+e

9 0+6

8 0+6

NDG

NDG

7 .0 + 8

NDG

NDC

8.0+6

NDC

NDC

S.O+B

NDC

NDC

e.o+e

NDC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1.

1.

8.

1.

1.

1.

1.

e.

t.

. 1 + 7

.1 + 7

.1 + 7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

0+8

0+7

0+7

0+6

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+7

0+6

0+7

Expt

Ival

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Thto

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Thao

•zpt

Expt

Expt

21

IB

20

20

21

21

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

1

1

84

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

Sap«e

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

SapSe

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

SapSB

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

SapSe

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

sapee

OHO Crlmaa. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC

ORL Larton. NOG. INDP/B-Vl .

OBL Larton. TBO.

ORL Larton. TBD

OHO Crlmaa. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

OHO Grlmat. NDC. SPECTRA CPD CALC.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. RATIO TO CU.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC. U. MICHIGAN.

ANL Ouanthcr. NDG. TBD.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Guanthar. NDC. TBC.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC.

LAS Llaowakl-t- NDG. TBD.

ANL Guanthar. NDQ. BNDP/B-VI EVAL.

LRL Whlta. NDG. BNDP/B-VI. WITH ANL.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. RATIO TO ZR.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

ANL Ouanthar. NDO. DOUB. DIPP. SPECTRA.

AHL Guanthar. NOG. TBC. U. MICHIGAN.

ANL Cuanthar. NOG. BNDP/B-VI TBC.

ANL Cuanthar. NDC. IN PROCRBSS.

ANL Guanthar. NDC. RATIO TO SBY. 63NB

ANL Guanthar. NDG. TBC.

AML Guanthar. NDG. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. TBC.

ANL Cuanthar. NDG. DOUB. DIPP. SPECTRA.

ANL Ouanthar. NDC. BNDP/B-VI EVAL.

LBL WhiU. NDO. BNDP/B-VI. WITH ANL.

ANL Guanthar. NOG. COMPLETED.

ANL Guanthar. NDG. RATIO TO ZR.

TNL Waltar. NDO. SPIN-SPIN SIGMA
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

Eleaent Quantity Ener(y <eV)
M1D Max

Type DocuacQtat ion
Raf PaiC Data

Lab Coaaants

•*Nb

•»Nb

'"Rh

Pd

Pd

Cd

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

u t l n

"«Sn

"•Sn

1MSn

l MSn

' • l Pr

"»Ho

'"Ho

"»Tm

»'Tm

ieiTa

m T .

I« T I

«iT ,

w

Re

R«

•WAU

'•»AU

Pb

°*tt.im\

<V*aU

*.!<•>

°*ttAml

Evaluation

Evaluation

<>,>(»)

».,<•)

"•IMal

*»•!

ff<ir mi

ff...

* M l

't,mli

*a.-r

«a.T

».|(»)

0«ir.tal

»a.X7

Evaluation

9<ir.ial

Evaluation

0a.«au

e.o+6

NOG

NDC

6 . 0 + 6

1 .0 + 4

1 .0+4

X .0+4

1 0+4

NDC

7.0+9

NOG

NDC

2.0+8

NDC

NDC

1 .04-5

1

e

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

8 .

8 .

8 .

8 .

1.

0 .

1 .

1.

1 .

8 .

1 .

1 .

e.

7 .

.0+7

.0f6

o+e

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

.0+7

0 + 8

0 + 7

0 + 7

0+7

0+7

2 + 7

a+a

0 + 7

0+7

0+8

0+8

0+7

0+7

o+e

0+7

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Thco

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Th«o

Th«o

Th«o

Thco

Expt

Bspt

Bzpt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Ixpt

Ixpt

Expt

Th«o

Ixpt

Expt

Thco

Expt

Expt

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

t

1

1

1

1

1

24

2 4

2 4

2 4

1 2

2 4

1

1 2

1 2

1

1

24

1

12

1

1

1 2

1

10

ScpfiS

ScpSS

S*p80

S*p80

SapS0

S*p60

S»p80

S*p80

S«p80

S.pSO

S*p80

S*p80

Scp80

Scp60

Scp80

S«p89

Scp89

3«p89

SapSS

8»p*9

8«p«9

»*p«e

SapSO

Sap«9

Sapt0

S*pS9

S*p80

DapSO

8*p80

3*pS9

S»pS0

S«p00

8«p89

AKL Cucnthcr . NOG. COMPLETED.

ANL Cucnthar. HDC. DOUB. D1PF. SPECTRA.

ANL Cucnthar. NOG. DOUB. DIPr. SPECTRA.

ANL Cucnthcr . NDG. COMPLETED.

ANL Cuanthcr. NOG. COMPLETED.

ANL Cucnthcr . NDG. RATIO TO 1131N.

ANL Gucnthcr. NDG. ENDF/B-VI TBC.

LBL White. NDO. TBD.

ANL Gucnthcr. NDO. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Gucnthcr. NDC. TBC.

ANL Cucnthcr . NDC. IN PROGRESS.

ANL Gucnthcr . NDG. TBC.

ANL Gucnthcr . NDG. DOUB. OirP. SPECTRA.

ANL Gucnthcr. NDG. RATIO TO CD.

TNL Walter. NDG. CC ANALYSIS.

TNL Walter. NDG. CC ANALYSIS.

TNL Walter. NDC. CC ANALYSIS.

TNL Walter. NOC. CC ANALT81S.

LAS Llaowskl+ NDC. TBD.

TM& Walter. NDO.

ANL Ouenther . NDO. DOUB. DIPP. SPECTRA.

LAS U e o w e k l + NDC. TBD.

LAS Lieowclci+ NDC. TBD.

ANL Cucnthcr . NOC. TBC.

ANL Cucnthar . NOC. TBC.

LAS Walter. LAS + TNL.

ANL Cuanther . NDO. DOUB. OIPP. SPECTRA.

LAS Llaowek»+ HOC. TBD. ENDP/B-i .

ANL Guenthar. NOC. TBC.

ANL Gucnther . NDC. TBC.

LAS Llao«ckl+ NOG. TBO. ENDP/B-0.

ANL Guenthar. NDG. DOUB. DIFP. SPECTRA.

OBL Laraon. NOO.
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

Blaaant Quantity Bnar»y <aV)
Mtn

Typa DocuaaatatIon
Rat P I I I Data

Lab Coanants

Pb <T,,(«)

Evaluation

**TPb Evaluation

••'Pb <r . l T

••'Pb Evaluation

M»Pb o-.,(«)

«"Pb a M ,

Evaluation

**»B1 Evaluation

M»Bi

•••Bl

«"Th <rB>r

«»«Th » . , , .

• " T h oBt

•»*Th a»,r

«»»Th * . , ,

"m.t

•»*U » . . ,

*>»u

»•.»

«*»U

8.0+8

NDC

7.0+5 4.048

NDC

7.0+9 4.0+8

KOG

8.0+8

e.o+e 1.0+7

7.0+S 4.0+8

NOG

NDG

1.0+S 7 . 0 + 7

1 .0+7

8.0+8

6.0+6 8.0+6

1 .0+7

8.0+6

1 .3+7

7.0+9 4.0+B

1 .8+7

NOG

NDC

1 .5+7

NDC

NDC

1.5+7

NDC

NDC

1 .5+7

NDC

+6 4 .0+8

e.s-e 1.0+3

8.6+8

Bxpt

Eval

Bxpt

Iva l

Expt

Eval

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Th«o

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Expt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Expt

1 S*p88 ANL Cuanthar. NOG. RATIO TO BI.

IB S*p8» OBL Laraon. NDG. BNDP/B-VI.

12 SapSO LAS Liiowakl+ NOG. TBD.

10 S»p86 OUL Larton. NDC. BNDF/B-VI.

12 SapSS LAS Ll«owakl+ NDG. TBD.

18 S«p89 OBL Larton. NDC. BNOP/B-VI.

24 SapSO TNL Walttr. NOG.

24 S«p88 TNL WalUr. NOG.

12 Sap8» LAS Llaowaki+ NOG. TBD.

1 SapSe ANL Cuanthar. NDG. BNDP/B-VI EVAL.

10 SapSS LRL WhlU. NDG. BNDF/B-VI. WITH ANL.

IB Sap80 ORL Larson. NDC.

1 SapSO ANL Cuanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

1 SapBO ANL Cuanthar. NDG. RATIO TO PB.

24 SapBO TNL Waltar. NDG.

1 SapBO ANL Cuanthar. NDG. COMPLETED.

1 Sap80 ANL Cuanthar. NDG. DOUB. DIFF. SPECTRA.

1 SapBO ANL Cuanthar. NDC. 239U RATIO.

12 SapSO LAS Llaowakl+ NDG. TBD.

1 SapSO ANL Ouar.tbar. NDG. 233U RATIO.

1 BapSO ANL Ouanthar.NDQ.aB(D,N)SPBCT.235U RAT.

11 SapSO tA8 Liaowakl* NOG. RBL 239U.

i SapSO ANL Cuanthar. NDC. 239U RATIO.

1 SapBO ANL Guanthar.NDC.BB(D.N)SPBCT.239U RAT.

12 SapBO LAS Llaowakl+ NDC. TBD.

1 SapSO ANL Cuanthar. NOG. 235U RATIO.

Jl SapSO ANL Cuanthar.NDO.BB(D,R)SPBCT.235U RAT.

12 SapSO LAS Llaow«ki+ NDC. TBD.

1 SapSO ANL Cuantfaar. NDC. CFD OTHIR PISS SIC.

1 SapSO ANL Ouanthar.NDG.BB(D,N)SPBCT>OTR(N,P).

11 SapSO LAS Ll*owak!+ NDG.

17 SapSO NBS Waaion. NDG. RBL tOB (N.A).

17 SapSO HBS Waaaon. NDG. AS8OC. PART. TBCHKIQUC.
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NEUTRON DATA REFERENCES

Elaatat Quantity Bnarcy (aV) Typ* Docuaaata11 on Lab Coaaantt

Mln Max Raf Pate Data

1 Sap88 ANL Guanthar. NDC. 233U RATIO.

1 Sap80 ANL Guanthar.NDG.BI(D,N)3PBCT.235U RAT.

12 Sap88 LAS LUow»kl+ NDC. TBD.

12 Sap80 LAS Llaowakl+ NDC. TBD.

1 Sap80 ANL Guanthar NDG. 233U RATIO.

1 Sapae ANL Guanthar.NDG.BE(D.N)SPBCT.233U RAT.

1 SapSO ANL Guanthar. NDG. NO STRUCT. POUND.

11 Sap89 LAS Llaowski-t- NDO. REL 839U.

1 S«p88 ANL Guanthar . NDG. 236U RATIO.

1 Sap80 ANL Guanthar.NDG.B1(D,H)SPBCT.239U RAT.

11 Sap89 LAS Li«owakl+ NDC. REL 233U.

1 Sap80 ANL Guanthar . NDG. 233U RATIO.

1 Sap80 ANL Guanthar.NDG.BB(D.N)SPBCT.23»U RAT.

11 3ap88 LAS Li»ow»kl+ NDO. REL 233U.

1 SapBO ANL Guanthar. NDG. 233U RATIO.
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• " U am.t
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" » P U C7B.r

" • P U (7E ,r
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t 4 t P u a.t

1.3+7

NOG

NOG

7 . 0 + 3 4 . 0 + 8

1 .9 + 7

NOG

1 .0+0 2 . 0 + 0

NDG

1 .9+7

NDC

NOG

1 .9 + 7

NDG

NOG

1 .9+7

Bxpt

Bxpt

Bxpt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt

Expt
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